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If (b, j, fo) is a normal j-algebra and b- = {X T ;iX; X E bl then b- is a 
positive polarization atfo in the sense of Auslander and Kostant. The representa- 
tion p(f,, , b-) defined as in the orbit theory is shown to be given on a space of 
holomorphic functions on a Siegel II domain. The Fourier transformation is 
shown to be an intertwining operator between p(fo , b-) and p(ft, , lj) for 
a suitable real polarization $. These explicit results are used to deduce the 
Ha&h-Chandra conditions defining the holomorphic discrete series of a 
Semisimple Lie Group. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We are concerned in this article with the study of representations 
of Lie groups G on Hilbert spaces of holomorphic functions on 
a G-homogeneous Siegel domain of type II. 
1.1. A Siegel domain of type II is a complex domain of the 
following description: C2 is a convex cone in Rn whose dual cone 
Q* ={,$cP;(<,y) >OforallyEJ2-{Co}]- 
* This paper was written while this author was partially supported by NSF 
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is nonempty. Q2: C” x Cm -+ C” is a real-bilinear form, complex 
linear in the first variable, with the properties 
(1) Q(% 4 = Q(u’, u>, 
(2) Q(u, 24) E a for all u E C”, 
(3) Q(u, u) = 0 only if u = 0. 
We define the Siegel domain of type II, D(sZ, Q) as 
D(f2,Q) = {(z . u) E C” x C”‘; z =x+iyandy-Q(u,u)E5-?). 
In particular, if m = 0, D(sZ, Q) is just the tube domain R” $ ilJ. 
A theorem of Piateckii-Sapiro [12,20] asserts that a Siegel domain 
of type II is biholomorphic to a bounded domain. 
1.2. We shall first describe, with a specific example, the kinds 
of representations we are considering, and the techniques we use. 
Let G = SU(2, l), the group of holomorphic transformations of 
the unit ball in C2. The Iwasawa decomposition for G is 
SU(2, 1) = (AN)K = B . K = (R * NJ . (SU(2) x T), 
where iVa is the three dimensional Heisenberg group and T is the 
circle. Here K is the maximal compact subgroup of G and B, a semi- 
direct product of R and Na is our solvable group, The homogeneous 
space G/K can be identified as the Siegel II domain in C2: 
D = ‘Jx + ir, 4; Y > I u I”$. 
Left translation of G on G/K is given by holomorphic transformations 
on D. B acts simply transitively on D as follows. Let Na = C . R 
have the coordinates (U ,, , x,,) and B = R . Na the coordinates (t, uO, x,,). 
Then 
t: (AZ, u) ---f (dz, e%), 
‘To: 6, u) - (2 + x0 > u), 
uo: (2, u) + (z + 2iuu,+ i 1 uo 12, u + uo). 
Multiplication in B is given by 
(t, U, X)(7, u, a) = (t + 7, u + e-T/%, 0 + eeTx + 2ecT12 Im ui+ 
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Iuow K = SU(2) x T is the subgroup of G43, C) given by matrices 
of the form 
and KC = X42, C) x C *. This representation of K defines a Ca- 
bundle V-Q D on which G acts covariantly by left translation: 
V = G xKC3, dgo 7 vu) = L%o t so)* 
The diffeomorphism of D with B, considered as a subgroup of G, 
will provide a differentiable trivialization of V--f D; we can explicitly 
give a holomorphic trivialization. Let @: B ---f KC be the homomor- 
phism 
i 
et’4 etf4< 0 
@P(c uo , x0) = 0 e-t/4 0 
0 0 e-t/2 
The correspondence D x C3 * F’ given by (6, 27) -+ (6, @(6)-r 71) 
provides this trivialization, which is covariant in B; explicitly the 
action of B on D x C3 is given by 
(b, 7l) .L (NJ, @(b’)v), 
and the action of K is determined by 
(e, 21) -5 (e, k - u). 
Clearly the group G acts simply on the bundle V = D x C3; 
letting w = (wl , ws , w3) be the coordinate of C3 it is easily seen 
that the orbit of G through p, = (i, 0, 1, 0, 1) is the surface 
{(b, z); @(b-l) * z, E S3 x Sl>, or, in coordinates 
((2, 24, w) fz C5: 1 w3 I2 ( w1 - iiw, Ix + 1 w2 I2 = 1 w3 1, 1 w3 I-i + / 24 I2 = Im z>. 
Since the action of G is linear in the w-variables, and is in fact in 
Kc = SL(2, C) x C”, clearly G leaves invariant the space 0(m, n) 
of holomorphic functions F(z, U, w) such that 
F(z, u, swl, swz , tw,) = svF(z, u, w1 , w2 , w3) for all s, t. 
We must have m > 0, for otherwise, with fixed a, u, w3 such an F 
would have a pole at w1 = 0, wa = 0, contradicting the theorem of 
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Hartogs [6]. Let X( m, n) be the Hilbert space completion of O(m, a) 
in the norm 
G acts unitarily on X(m, n) by left translations: (g . F)(p) = F(g-lp). 
Now, Z(m, n) can be realized as a space of vector-valued functions 
on D in the following way. Let V(m, n) be the finite dimensional 
Hilbert space of functions of w of the form h(w) = h,(w, , wz) w31L, 
where h, is a homogeneous polynomial of degree m, in the norm 
where do is Haar measure of SU(2). Then X(m, n) corresponds to 
the space of V(m, n)-valued holomorphic functions on D under the 
correspondence F i E, 
qx, u)(w) = F(z, u, w). 
The norm on X(m, n) becomes 
= s D II P(Z, u) &z> ~)ll;~,~ (Y - I u I”>-” dx dy du, 
where we have written Haar measure for B in terms of Euclidean 
measure on D, and p: D -+ GL( V(m, n)) is defined by 
p(z, u) . h(w) = h(@(b) . w). 
Using the identity y - j u I2 = et, the expression for @ becomes 
(y - 1 u I”)“” (y - j u jy’% 0 
qz, u) = 0 (y - 1 u I”)-“” 
0 0 (y - ,", I")-"2 ' 
and p is easily computed in the basis Ej, 0 < j < m of V(m, n) 
where 
EJw) = w;w~-~w~~. 
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In particular, p(x, U) E0 = (y - / u 12)--(2n+m)/4 E, , so the subspace of 
functions with values in CE, is invariant under B, and S(m, n) # {O> 
if there is a scalar-valued holomorphic function f on D such that 
s 
D (y - 1 al 12)--(2n+m)‘2-3 1 f(Z, uy dx dy du < co. 
By Fourier transformation (in x), this condition is equivalent to the 
finiteness of the integral 
s 
co 
t-(2ntm),2-3e-25t& 
0 
for some f. If -(2n + m)/2 - 3 > --I, the integral is finite for 
5 = I, so &(m, n) is nonzero when m + 2n + 4 < 0, m > 0. This 
condition is also sufficient. 
1.3. More generally, let us assume that B is any exponential 
solvable Lie group. (We say that B is exponential, if the exponential 
map from the Lie algebra b of B on B is one to one.) B acts on b*, 
the dual of its Lie algebra, by the coadjoint representation. The 
“orbit theory” of representations asserts that the set 8 of classes of 
irreducible unitary representations of B is in one to one corre- 
spondence with the set of orbits of B in b*, by the following theorem 
[5, 14, 181. 
THEOREM. Let B be an exponential solvable Lie group. Let fe b”, 
B(f) the stabilizer off in B and b(f) = (X E b;f[X, Y] = 0 for all 
Y E b} its Lie algebra. 
(a) There exists a subalgebra I), of b such that 
(i> f (PI0 9 601) = 02 
(ii) dim l& = $(dim b + dim b(f)), 
(iii) the afine space f + bo’ = {f + q!~, where y5 E b* is such 
that (P(bo) = 0) . zs contained in the B-orbit U(f) off [Pukansxky condi- 
tion]. 
(b) Let Jj, be a subalgebra satisfying a, (i) and let p(f; Ij,) be the 
representation induced by the character xr(exp X) = eiftx) of the group 
exp b. . Then p(f; bO) is irreducible if and only if Ijo veri$es (ii) and (iii). 
(c) The representation p(f; I),) for &, satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii) 
is independent of Ijo . 
(d) The map f -+ p(f; lj,) gives a one to one correspondence 
between the set of orbits of B in b* and 8. 
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1.4. However, our interest is in representations of a solvable 
group B in spaces of holomorphic functions; and, analogously, we 
should consider, for h a complex subalgebra of bc, satisfying 
f([l), h]) = 0, the representation “induced” by the character f of Jq, 
i.e., the representation of B acting by left translations in a Hilbert 
space of functions on B such that “+(g exp X) = e+f’%$(g)” for all 
X E b. When X is in bC this expression has no meaning, but the 
differentiated conditions do. We get the infinitesimal conditions: 
4 *X == -i(f, X)4 for all X E fj 
where, for X E b, 4 * X(g) = (d/dt) +(g exp tX)l,=, , and for 
X = Xi + ix, in bC, 4 t X = 4 * X, + i4 * X, . Completing this 
space in an appropriate norm [4, II; 5; 181, we get a Hilbert space 
g(f; I$) and a representation p(f; lj) of B. 
Problem 1. For what conditions on f and b is .@( f; Ij) nonzero ? 
Problem 2. What are the conditions on h for p(f; lj) to be irre- 
ducible ? 
Problem 3. If p(f;Ij) is irreducible, is p(f; b) independent of lj ? 
In particular, describe the intertwining operator with the representa- 
tion p(f) of the Bernat theory [3], realized using a real subalgebra 
lj, of 6. 
For such general problems, little is known even for a nilpotent 
group N. For Problem 2, if Ij is totally complex, i.e., if Ij + ij = bC, 
then it follows from the results of Blattner [4, II], and Kobayashi [15], 
that if Z(f;I]) is nonzero, the representation p(f; h) is irreducible. 
1.5. Now, in order to make these problems more precise, we turn 
to the work of Auslander and Kostant [I]. In order to construct a 
parametrization of G in terms of orbits, where G is a simply connected 
solvable type I Lie group, they introduce the notion of a polarization 
at the point f in g* (see Definition 3.17). If Ij is a totally complex 
positive polarization at the point f, then the orbit O(f) inherits the 
structure of a G-homogeneous Kahlerian manifold, and the notion 
of a totally complex positive polarization is very similar to the notion 
of a j-algebra [12, 201. Let E, be a polarization at the point f. We now 
define the representation p(f; Ij) when the stabilizer of f in G is 
connected (in particular, that is the case if G is exponential). Let 
b m= t, n g and c = (b + lj) n g; these are two real subalgebras of g. 
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Let D be the analytic subgroup corresponding to d. We denote by 
4 -+ JGID q5 dp (notation of [3, Chapter 5]), the unique positive linear 
form invariant by left translations by G on the space of continuous 
functions + on G with compact support modulo D such that 
+(g exp X) = eTra/b a”“+(g) for all X E b. We define Z(f; h) as the 
Hilbert space completion of such functions 4, C” on G such that 
(i) + * X = (-;(f, X} + $Tr adnciecX)$ for all X E lj. 
This condition implies that 
+lg exp jy> = e-i(f.X>etTr~~g/b X$cg) for XEb, 
and, thus, the next condition makes sense, 
The representation p(f; lo) is on this space by left translations. It is 
clear that if h is real, i.e., if lj = lj, then the definition of p(f; lj) 
coincides with the definition of p(f; lj r‘l g) as defined in Subsec- 
tion 1.3. 
iluslander and Kostant proved (supposing again that G(f) is 
connected, in order to simplify the statement of the results) that if lj 
is a positive polarization at the point f of g*, which is strongly admis- 
sible for the nilradical it of g (see Definition 3.17) then the Hiibert 
space Z’(f; 5) is not zero, the representation p(f; h) is irreducible 
and does not depend on lj. 
Supposing that lj is a positive polarization at the point f such that 
4 + ij = gc, then the Hilbert space Z(f; lj) can be interpreted as the 
space of square-integrable holomorphic sections of an Hermitian 
line bundle L, over the Kahlerian manifold O(f). If h is admissible 
for the nilpotent radical it of g then the complex structure on O(f) 
is isomorphic to that of a vector space. But other kinds of complex 
structures can appear. 
1.6. Let G be a real semisimple Lie group with finite center, 
K its maximal compact subgroup. Suppose that G/K has the structure 
of an Hermitian symmetric space. Let g = f + nt and g = f + a + n 
be, respectively, the Cartan and Iwasawa decompositions of g. Let 
2, be the element of the center of I producing the complex structure 
on g/f = m invariant by f. Let m- C ntC be the subspace of elements 
of 1nC such that [Z, , X] = --ix. Let b = a + n, b- = bc n (F @ m-). 
Let fO be the form on b defined by f,(X) = S(Z, , X) where S is the 
Killing form of g. Then b- is a positive polarization at the point fO , 
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and it can be easily checked that the B-orbit of f0 in b* is open, and 
that the natural isomorphisms 
B _“, (G/K, m-) 
(fi(foh b-1 
between Q(f,) and G/K are isomorphisms of Kahlerian manifolds 
(see Lemma 5.2 in Section 5A). Thus, U(fJ is isomorphic, in this 
case, to a bounded domain in C”. As we should expect, the represen- 
tations associated tofo and b- will play an important role in the study 
of the restriction of a representation Tu of the holomorphic discrete 
series of G to the group B. We are able to describe the restriction 
of Tu to the minimal parabolic group MNV in terms off,, and U. 
1.7. More generally, let b be a completely solvable Lie algebra 
(i.e., b admits a decreasing sequence of ideals bi such that 
dim bi/bi+, = l), and let f,, be a point of b* which has an open orbit 
and suppose that there exists a totally complex positive polarization 
b- at the point f. . Let f be another form on b such that f ([b-, b-1) = 0. 
Then we can answer Problems 1 and 3 for the representation p( f; b-). 
These are the results. 
By theorems of Piatetskii-Sapiro, Gindikin, and Vinberg [8], we 
know that (0( f,J, b-) is isomorphic to a Siegel domain D = D(Q, Q) 
of type II, and the action of B is given by affine transformations. 
Conversely, every homogeneous Siegel domain of type II is iso- 
morphic to an open orbit (6(f,), b-) in the dual of the Lie algebra of 
a completely solvable Lie algebra b. The space X’(f; b-) is the space 
of square-integrable holomorphic sections of a line bundle L, varying 
with f. We construct a canonical trivialization j3 of this bundle 
(Proposition 4.21) and X(f; b-) becomes a Hilbert space X(#) of 
holomorphic functions on D in the norm 
IIF II2 = j-D I F(x + iy, u>l” #(y - Q(u, 21)) ax dy du, 
where the weight 4 is explicitly constructed from f. We give necessary 
and sufficient conditions in terms of 4 for the space X(f; b-) to be 
nonzero (Chapter 2). By means of an appropriate parametrization of 
the group B we can reformulate these conditions in terms of the given 
character f of b- (Theorem 4.26). We call these the Harish-Chandra 
conditions; for in the case where D is symmetric and f comes from 
580/13/4-z 
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the study of a representation in the holomorphic discrete series of 
a semisimple Lie group G these conditions are those of Harish- 
Chandra. 
We define a Fourier transform F + 13 and prove a general Paley- 
Wiener theorem for the Hilbert space X(#). This transform is 
extended to an intertwining operator between the representation 
p(f; b-) and Bernat’s representation p(fa ; lj,) proving that p(f; b-) is 
isomorphic to p(O(fa)) for any f such that #(f; b-) is nonzero 
(Theorem 3.22). 
1.8. Let us return to the case of a symmetric Siegel II domain. 
Let U be a unitary representation of K on a finite-dimensional space 
V, and consider the induced bundle G xK V,, = V +n D = G/K. 
G acts covariantly on this bundle, unitarily on the fibers by 
g, * (g, U) = (gOg, u). This bundle has the structure of a complex 
bundle such that T, is the representation of G on the Hilbert space 
Z(U) of holomorphic sections of this vector bundle, square integrable 
on G/K. We can construct a factor of automorphy @p: G + GL( V,,) 
such that @(gk) = @b(g) 0 U(k) and such that (g, ‘u,J ---t (g, Q(g) * TJ,J 
is a holomorphic trivialization of this bundle, such that the restriction 
of @ to B is a representation of B (Proposition 4.21). (In fact k6 is 
such that its restriction to the maximal parabolic subgroup P of 
affine transformations of G/K = D(J2,Q) is a representation of P. 
This fact will be pursued in another article.) Thus, s(U) can be 
identified with the Hilbert space Z(Q) of VO-valued functions F, 
holomorphic on D, such that 
s 11 @-l(b) F(b)l/2 db < co. B 
It is difficult to describe explicitly the representation Tu in the 
space r’e(@) but for the minimal parabolic subgroup T, 1 MAN is 
easily described: 
(TU(rn * b,)F)(b) = U(m) @(b,) . F(b,klbm); 
(here M is the centralizer of A in K, and b -+ mbm-l is represented 
by affine transformations on D = D(l2, Q). If U is irreducible, we 
prove the following theorem (Theorem 5.11). The space s(0)) (and, 
thus, also &?(U)) is nonzero if and only if for every vector v # 0 in 
V,, there is a nonzero scalar function F holomorphic on D such that 
F . z, E X(Q). Thus, if v,, E V,, is an eigenvector of the representation 
@ : @(b) v,, = h(b) v,, (there is always one such a, # 0), Tu 1 B has 
the invariant subspace Z(X) = {FE Z(a); F(b) E Cv, , 6 E B} and 
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the space Z(U) is nonzero if and only if X(X) # (O}. The represen- 
tation p(X) of B on Z(h) is seen to be a representation p(fn ; b-) where 
fA is a character of b-. As we have stated before, this representation 
is isomorphic to the representation p(6(f,,)). From that analysis, it 
follows that TU / B is isomorphic to dim V, * p(O(fJ). 
As for MAN, there is a canonical extension of p(fO) to J!/lN, say 
p(fO). Supposing that U 1 M = C 7i , let 4, extend 7i to MAN 
trivially on AN. The representations ?+ @ p”(fO) are irreducible on 
MAN and (Theorem 5.22) 
2. PALEY-WIENER THEOREMS 
A. Fourier Transformations 
In this section we shall consistently use this notation: z = (zl,..., an), 
u = (d,..., ua) are variables in C %, 0, respectively; z = x + iy, with 
x = (xl,..., x”), y = (y’,..., y”) in R”. 5 = (S1 ,..., En) is also a variable 
in R”, and (5, x) = C pxi, 1 x 12 = c x~.s, 1 x 12 = c (xi)2. 
dz = dxl A me- A dz” as a complex n-form, dx = dxl **a dx”, etc., 
but du will usually denote the Euclidean measure on 0. For IV, V 
domains in Rn, W + iV = {X + iy, x E IV, y E V}. If F is a function 
defined in Rn + iv, we define 
NF’(Y) = lRn I F(x + iy)l” dx. 
If NF2(y) < 00, the Fourier transform of F is defined by 
pg(() = j F(x + iy)eei”*“’ dx 
Rn 
(this integral is taken in the sense of the integral for L1 n L2(dx) 
functions, and as an L2 limit of such integrals otherwise). If D is 
a domain in C”, O(D) will represent the space of functions holo- 
morphic on D. The techniques of this chapter are similar to those 
employed by Gindikin [7], and the fundamental idea, in the proof 
of Proposition 2.5, comes from Bochner and Martin (see [6, p. 128]). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let F be in S(Rn + iv) and suppose that for 
some M > 0, A > 0 we have the inequality 
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for all x E R”, y E V. Then 
(1) 8’(t) = JRmF(x + iy) e-i(**n> dx = I?&.$) e(PJ) is independent 
OfY- 
(2) F(x) = 1/(2I7)% JR,, fl( f) ei(f+) de. 
(3) If {tyl + (1 - t) yz: 0 \< t < l> C V, then 
NF2PYl + (1 - QY2) G NF2(Y1Y NF2(Y2)1-t* 
Proof. Let BR = {x E R”, / x ( < R}, and let L be a curve joining 
y1 and yz in V. Then B, + iL is an (n + I)-cell in Rn + iv, so by 
Stokes’ theorem 
s a~BR+ir~F(x)e-i’F~” dz = /B,+ird(F(z)e-“‘is”’ dz) = 0, 
since F(x) e-i(c+> is holomorphic in x. The integral on the left is 
s BRF(~ + zjl)e~i’E*z+d’l’ dx - J’ BR F(x + iy2)e-i’E*x+iya) dx 
f s,, 
R 
+iL. F(z)~-~“*“’ dz. 
Since F ELI n L2(dx), the first two integrals converge as R -+ 03. 
As for the third, it is bounded by 
i14e-*R2 - area(iBR) . m~xje”*“‘} * length(l), 
which tends to zero as R -+ cc. Thus, (1) is proved: 
s 
F(x)~-i’c~z’ dx = 
s F(x)e- 
tf.2, & 
Rn+ivl Rn+iv2 
Now, by Fourier inversion (the transformed functions are also in 
L1 n L2(dS)) : 
But, P(g) = PJg) e(C*@, so 
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which is (2). We also have, by Plancherel’s formula, 
In particular, for y0 = tyr + (1 - t) yz , when the whole interval is 
in V. 
The first factor is in Lilt, the second in Ll/(‘-l), so by Holder’s 
inequality, 
which is (3). 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let V C Rn, E C 0 and Y a positive continuous 
function on V x E. By H( V, E, Y) we denote the space of functions 
holomorphic on D = (Rn + iv) x E which are Y-square integrable: 
H(V,E,Y/)= [FtB(D);I(F112,= ~iF(x+iy,~);~yI(y,u)dxdydu <: co 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let V, E, Y be as in the preceding definition. 
Let V,, E,, be relatively compact subsets of V, E, respectively. There 
is a K > 0 such that for p E (R” + iv,,) x E,, and F f H(V, E, Y) 
Proof. There exist anE > 0, compact sets VI, El with V, C V, C V, 
E0 C E, C E such that for p E (Rn + iv,) x E, , the closed ball 
B(p, E) centered at p of radius E, is contained in (Rn + iv,) :< E, . 
Let m = inf(Y( y, u); y E V, , u E E,}, C = vol(B(0, 6)). By the mean- 
value theorem for harmonic functions: 
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COROLLARY 2.4. H(V, E, Y) is a Hilbert space. 
Proof. By the above proposition, if (F%} is a Cauchy sequence in 
H(V, E, Y), it is uniformly convergent on compact subsets of II, so 
lim F, = F exists and is holomorphic in D. Clearly F is also the L2(Y) 
limit of {F,). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let V be a domain in Rn, and let F in O(Rn + iv) 
such that JRn+iV j F(x + iy)12 dx dy < co. Then 
(1) NF2(y) < co for ally E V, 
(2) NF2(y) is logarithmically convex, 
(3) P(f) = JRn+iy F(z) e-i”3z’ dx is independent of y, 
(4) NF2(y) = 1 /(an)% JRn I fl(f)I” e-2<E$y) df. 
Remark. The integral in (3) is meant in the sense of Fourier 
transforms. 
Proof. Let K be a compact convex subset of D; by Proposition 2.3, 
F is bounded in R” + iK. Thus, F,(z) = exp(-•r C zi2) F(z) satisfies 
the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1 on K, for 
Furthermore, for y fixed, 1 F,(x + iy)j2 + 1 F(x + iy)i2 monotonically. 
Let y,, be an interior point of K. Since NFa(y) is integrable (dy) 
on K, there is a line through y0 on which NF2(y) is integrable (with 
respect to length), so there is a line segment L through y0 such that 
NF2(y) < co at the endpoints y, , y2 . Thus, for y,, = tyl + (1 - t)y2 , 
by Proposition 2.1(3), 
Now, this is uniformly bounded in E, so we may let E + 0. We obtain 
zrra; 2; E L2(dx) and NF2( yO) < NF2( yr) t NF2( y2)lpt, proving both (1) 
Now’again, by Proposition 2.1, for all y E K, p&Q = e-‘CJ’)pJf). 
Further, FC,2/ + F, in L2(dx) for all y (by the dominated convergence 
theorem) so f16,, -+-J3y in L2(d.$). Fix a y,, and choose (en} so that 
pcn,l/, +pU, a.e. (do. Then 
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converges almost everywhere: let I’(t) = lim pC,( 5). Now, for any 
Y 6 K 
lim e-c5,y~~ ‘n = limpc 76. y = p Y 
in L2(d.$), and 
a.e. (do. The a.e. and L2 limits must coincide a.e., so 
a.e. which is (3). (4) is the Plancherel formula 
B. Tube Domains 
In this section we consider the Hilbert space H( V, Y) as defined 
in Definition 2.2 with 4 = 0. We shall slightly change the notation. 
We denote by D = R” + iv, and 
H(D; Y’)= FE O(D); IIF’ = / 1 F(x + iy)12Y(y) dxdy < cc+ (2.6) 
By Fubini’s theorem, if p is defined as in Proposition 2.5(3) 
llFll2, = s, NFYY) Y(Y) dy 
DEFINITION 2.7. For Y a positive function in the domain V in 
W we define Iy(.$) for 5 in Rn by IF(E) = Jr, e-2(E*v>Y( y) dy. 
More precisely, if K, is an increasing sequence of compact sets, 
such that u K, = V for every f, Iy(Q = lim,,, JK e-‘J(e,v)Y(y) dy. 
In particular I, may attain the value + CO and adm&ting that possi- 
bility, I, is a lower semicontinuous function; in fact 1y is a logarithm- 
ically convex function (use Holder’s inequality again). Letting 
PY = (62 IFJ5) < CO we see that 0, is a convex set, and that I, is > 
continuous on 8,. If there is no ambiguity on Y, I, can be denoted 
by I. 
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THEOREM 2.8. H(D, Y) # (0) if and only ;f P, has interior. 
Proof. If H(D, Y) h as a nonzero function F, its Fourier transform 
is nonzero, so 
p(g) = j F(,z)~-~‘**” dx 
!W+iv 
is not identically zero. Since 
P(t) = 0 a.e. (de) off p,, and 1(c) < co a.e. (do on the set where 
I ~(~)I f 0, h h w ic is of positive measure. Since V, is, thus, a convex 
set of positive measure, it has interior. 
Conversely, if V, has interior, let B be a nonempty closed ball in 
V, , and h4 = max{I(@; 4 E B). Then 
is holomorphic for all z, and by (2.6) and Fourier inversion 
IIF ilg = s I(E) dt < M VW) < ~0, 
B 
SOFEH(D,Y) andF#O. 
DEFINITION 2.9. LZ(V,) is the Hilbert space of functions L 
measurable on V, such that 
1’ PY I -W)12 Z&) 8 < ~0. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let V be a domain in Rn, Y a positive continuous 
function on V. Let 
Z(t) = jv e-2’5sv) Y(y) dy, 
W(D, Y) = BE B(R” + iv); 11 F II& = j. j F(x)/~ Y(y) dx dy < co\ 
and let L2( P,) b e as defined previously. The correspondence 
(“1 
P(f) = jF(~)e-~‘“.” dz 
F(z) = (2&,2 UE)ez(E*Z’ dE s 
is an isometry of H(D, Y) with L2( V,). 
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Proof. Let L E L2(vy) be b ounded and compactly supported. 
Then F, as defined in (*) is entire, for we can apply a/G under the 
integral sign. Furthermore, by Fubini’s theorem 
by Plancherel’s theorem. Thus, L + F is an isometry. Such functions 
are dense in L2(Pyr), so this correspondence defines an isometry of 
L2( py) into H(D, Y). On the other hand, of FE H(D, Y), and E is 
defined as before by (2.6) since E F E y < co, fl E L2( P,) so the isometry 
L + F is surjective. 
Our interest is of course in the case where both V and Y are 
homogeneous. We shall make the condition of Theorem 2.8 precise 
in this case. 
DEFINITION 2.11. Let Q be a convex cone in Rn. Its dual cone Q* 
is defined by 
Q* = {[ E RF; (5, y) > 0 for ally E 32 - (0)). 
We shall assume throughout the sequel that Q is proper, in the 
sense that 9* # O. Let S(Q) = Sz n aB(O, 1) be the base of the 
cone. We write Sz = Rf * S(Q), y = r0, where r2 = Cyi2, and 0 
represents a point of aB(O, l), and dt? is the surface measure on 
aqo, 1). 
We shall say that the function Y defined in Sz is homogeneous of 
degree h if Y((ry) = @Y(y) f or some h. As before D = W + iQ. 
THEOREM 2.12. (1) H(D, Y) # (0) if and only if either of these 
conditions is satis$ed: 
(a) 1( 5,) < co for some to E Q* or 
(b) h > -n and J&j Y(0) d0 < co. 
In this case I(E) < a3 throughout Q*. 
(2) I(.$) = + co for f # I?*. 
(3) X < --7t implies H(D, Y) = {O}. 
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Proof Since the integrand is positive, Fubini’s theorem applies, 
whether or not the integrals are infinite: 
If f C$ 8*, then for some E > 0, ([, e) < -•E on a set of positive 
measure, so the inner integral is + CO on a set of positive measure on 
S(Q). Since Y is positive and continuous, 1(t) = + CO. (2) is proved. 
For f E sZ*, we can evaluate the inner integral by the substitution 
s = 2df, e>: 
which is + GO if h + n - 1 < - 1 (proving (3)) and otherwise 
Now, if 4 E L?*, (5, 0) is bounded above zero on S(G)), so I(t) < co 
on 1;2* if and only if Y ill, proving l(b). As for l(a), if I(&,) -=c 0~) 
for some to E fin*, we must have X > --n and the integral (2.13) finite, 
so Y ill. Th us, HP, 3 f {Oh by l(b). 
C. Siegel Domains of Type II 
The Siegel domain of Type II, D(sZ, Q), is constructed as follows. 
i2 is an open convex cone in W, such that sZ* is nonempty. 
Q: CQ x CQ + Cn is a real-bilinear form, complex-linear in the first 
variable, such that 
(1) Q(u, 4 = Q(u’, u>, 
(2) Q(u, u) E D for all u E CQ, 
(3) Q(u, U) = 0 implies u = 0. 
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DEFINITION 2.14. D(sZ, Q) = {(x, u) E Cn x 0; Im z - Q(u, U) t !S>. 
We shall write z = x + iy, X, y E IR” and 
Q@, Q) = {(Y, 4 E RF x c*; y - Q(% 4 E Q>. 
As 9, Q remain fixed in our discussion, we shall drop reference to 
them when there is confusion. Note that D = Rn x D, . 
DEFINITION 2.15. Let Y be a positive continuous function on Sz 
and let 
H(D,Y)= jFEO(D);~IFl1:= j 1 F(x, u)j” Y(y - Q(u, u)) dx dy du i: co 
PROPOSITION 2.16. H(D, ??‘) is a Hilbert space. 
This follows easily from Proposition 2.4. 
LEMMA 2.17. For F E H(D, Y), let 
NpP(y, u) = 
s 
1 F(x + iy, u)l” dx. 
w 
For almost all u, N2(y, u) is finite and logarithmically convex for ally. 
Further, for such u, 
fi(.$, u) = j F(z, u)e--’ dz 
R” 
is independent of y and 
NF2(Y, ‘1 = & sIw” I& u)l” e-2<t,y> df, 
Proof. Choose V C R”, WC C’J such that V x W is relatively 
compact in D, . Then Y has a minimum on (R” + iv) x W. By 
Fubini’s theorem for almost all u E IV, JRS+iV 1 F(z, u)12 dx dy c co. 
For such a U, Proposition 2.5 directly implies all but the last asser- 
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tion (2.18). Making the change of variable t = y - Q(u, u), t E Q in 
the definition of 11 F jly, we find 
which is (2.18). 
Now, as in the case of tube domains the set fiY = (5; Ip([) < a> 
is convex and I is logarithmically convex on QY . 
PROPOSITION 2.19. H(D, Y) # {0} implies that 0, has interior. If 
OF n Q* has interior, H(D, Y) # (0). 
Proof. The first implication is proved just as in Theorem 2.8. 
Now, suppose that fly’ n i2 * has interior; let B be a closed ball 
contained in fiY n Q*, and M = max{l(& .$ E B}. Since ([, t) > 0 
onD-{O}for [EB, andQ(, ) u u is nonsingular with values in 0, 
([, Q(u, u)) is a positive definite form on 0, continuous in f. Thus, 
there is an m > 0 such that (<, Q(u, u)) 3 m / u 12, u E @*, 6 E B. 
Now F(x, u) = JB e i(C& df is an entire function on Cn x 0 and 
The condition that aY has interior should also be sufficient, for the 
points in 52 are most likely to have IF(t) < co; we can only verify 
this in case Y is homogeneous. In this case the results are identical 
to those for tube domains. 
THEOREM 2.20. Suppose Y(rt) = r”Y(t) for all t E Sz, r > 0. Then 
(1) H(D, Y) # {O> and o&y if either of these conditions is satisJied 
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(a) 1(&J < 00 for some to E Q*, 
(b) X > --n and J&) Y(0) db’ < GO. 
In this case I(f) < co throughout Q*. 
(2) I(S) = + 00 for 5 $ Q*. 
(3) X > --n implies H(D, Y) = {O}. 
Proof. As in Proposition 2.12, the homogeneity of Y implies (2), 
so 0, C Q*. Therefore, by the preceding theorem, H(D, Y) # .(O} if 
and only if I(c) < 00 on an open set, and so the rest of the proof of 
Proposition 2.12 also applies. 
Now we proceed to the Paley-Wiener theorem for Siegel II domains, 
which is a little more intricate than that for tube domains. 
DEFINITION 2.21. Let H(t, Q) be the space of functions F 
holomorphic in CQ such that 
IIFII! = jcv IFWl 
2 e-2<E,o(u.u)> du < co. 
PROPOSITION 2.22. For C E sZ*, H(f, Q) is a Hilbert space in which 
the polynomials are dense. 
Pyooj. For f E 52*, 2(5, Q(u, u)) is a positive definite Hermitian 
form on 0, so by a linear charge of coordinates we may take 
X5, Q(u, 4) = I u I2 ( since the space of polynomials does not change 
and the measure changes by a constant). Clearly the monomials 
are in H([, Q): 
P”(u) = u? ... u9” 
I] PNl//2 = J 
cp 
1 PN12e--l”ledu = (21T)Qfi Jmr2Ni+1e-rzdr < fco. 
i=l 0 
Now suppose F E *(e, Q). F is in particular an entire function, so 
we may write 
F(u) = C aNuN 
N>O 
(the series converges uniformly on all compact sets) where, by the 
Cauchy formula for Tq = {u E Cq; j u2 1 = r}, 
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Now, suppose that F is orthogonal to all polynomials. Then for any 
iv 3 0, 
= 1 
(R+P 
[ \ 
- IuI=r 
F(u)z%~ do] ecT2rl ... r, dr, .*a dr, 
=s [I F(reis)e-icN*s’ d8 rN e&r1 a** ya dr, *.* dr, (R+)" "P I 
Thus, a,,, = 0 for all N, so F = 0. 
Remark. Since Cq is also a tube domain, we can use our Paley- 
Wiener theorem to describe H(.$; Q) as an L2 space. This observation 
will be used at the end of Chapter 3 to calculate an intertwining 
operator. 
Let YV a real form of 0 such that f(Q(w, 79’“)) C Rn. 
Let P(u, u) be the C linear @” valued quadratic form on @Q defined 
by P(u, u) = Q( u u w ere 0 denotes the conjugation with respect ,e ) h 
to the real form %@‘” of 0. If we write u = w + iv, then (with w and 
UEW), 
P(u, 24) - Q(u, u) = -2Q(v, v) + 2ifJ(w, v). (2.23) 
Thus, the correspondence F(u) -+ F(u) exp -(f, P(u, u)) establishes 
an isometry of H([; Q) with H(W + iW, U) where Y(V) = 
exp -4([, Q(v, v)) and Theorem 2.10 applies. 
We shall identify the real dual of %@- with ~8~ itself with respect 
to the bilinear form 
(WY w’>e = -4G Q(w, w’)) = -(w, W’)f , 
where (w, w’)~ = 4(5, Q( w, w’)} is an inner product positive definite 
on YY and we take the Fourier transform of Theorem 2.10 with 
respect to this bilinear form. 
For 7 E V let 
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We have if dv is the product measure with respect to a set of 
orthogonal coordinates for (u, ZI)~ 
Now the statement of the Theorem 2.10 in this case becomes the 
following. 
THEOREM 2.24. For F E H([; Q)(.$ E 52*), r) E W let 
j+)) = rn/4e+2<E.Bb,nb 
s 
F(ll)e-‘“,P(U.u)>e4i<C,B(u.ll))dw, 
then F +P is an isometry of H(.$; Q) with L2(g) (if du = dw dv and dv 
is the product measure with respect to orthogonal coordinates for (u, v)~). 
DEFINITION 2.25. 
forms CTz1 &(t) Pi(u) 
Let P(Q*, Q) be the space of functions of the 
f or any integer n with li E Cam($J*) and Pi 
polynomials in 0. Let L(8*, Q, IY) be the Hilbert space of functions 
Z(e, U) defined in sZ* x C* such that 
II w = j 1 Z(.& u)l” e-2(‘~o(u*u)‘I&) d[ du < co. 
R*XC” 
Let H(S2*, Q, IY) be the completion of P(sZ*, Q) in L(8*, Q, IY). 
THEOREM 2.26. The correspondence F --t 13 given by 
&t, 4 = /Rn+itrixcui F(z, .)e-i’p*z’ dz (2.27) 
(2.28) 
is an isometry of H(D, Y) with H(C)*, Q; IY). 
Proof. By (2.19, F -+P is an isometry of H(D, Y) into 
L(Q*, Q, IV). The image contains H(SZ*, Q, Iv/) for if L($, u) = 
C Zi(f) Pi(u), then F defined by (2.28) is clearly entire, and by Fourier 
inversion L is obtained from F by (2.27). 
Now suppose that FE H(D, Y) and P is given by (2.27) and fl is 
orthogonal to H(G*, Q, IF). We shall see in the following lemma 
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that for almost all 5, E(f, ) u is holomorphic in U. Now, for every 
1 E C,“(Q*), and every polynomial P, 
Since this is true for all compactly supported I, the inner integral 
must be 0, a.e. (f). Th us, for almost all f, p([, U) is holomorphic in u 
and 
.i 
8’([, u) P(u) e-2’E,0(usr’)’ du = 0. 
CQ 
But, thus, for such a 5, since the polynomials are dense in H(t, $I), 
P(t, U) = 0 a.e. (u). Thus, 13 = 0. We conclude that H(Q*, Q, IF) is 
the image of H(D, Y) under the correspondence F --f P. 
LEMMA 2.29. Let V C Rn, W C @q and suppose that F is holomorphic 
in (Wn + iv) x W and Scan, iv)Jcw j F I2 dx dy du < a. Then for fl 
defined by 2.27, fl is holomorphic on Wfor almost all t. 
Proof. Let V, Q V, G V, W, G W, c W. It suffices to prove 
holomorphicity in WI . As in Proposition 2.3, F is bounded in 
(R” + iv,,) x W, , and thus, by Cauchy’s formula i3F/aui is bounded 
in (R” + iv,) X WI. Let F,(z, u) = e-E%2F(z, u), 132 = sup{i y 1’; 
y E V,>. Then F,(z, u) ---f F(z, U) for all (z, u), and 
1 F, -F / < 1 e-E(~s~2p1~/2) - 1 1 /F 1 < (eM + 1) 1 F 1 
for E < 1. Thus, by the dominated convergence theorem, F, --+ F in 
L2(dx dy da). Taking Fourier transforms, and employing Fubini’s 
theorem. 
I&(, u) - P(& u)l” e-2(‘sy) du dy df - 0 
as E -+ 0. Thinking of the inner integrals as integrable functions of 5, 
converging to 0 in L1, we can find a sequence (en} such that 
a.e. (5). Then, for such a f, pG”(t, U) --+P(f, u) in L2( W,), so if we 
know that the pGn(f, U) are holomorphic in u, we have the same result 
for P(<, u). But for pc this is easy; since aF,/at = exp(--E C zi2) aF/at 
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is inLl(dx), so we can differentiate under the integral sign. In partic- 
ular, pE(E, U) is differentiable in u and 
2 (& 24) = j e-i"'Z' g (z, u) dx = 0, 
since F is holomorphic. 
We include a final isometry which incorporates the transform of 
Theorem 2.24. 
THEOREM 2.30. For FE &f(D, Y), the integral, interpreted as an 
iterated Fourier transformation 
Q, T) = ,~/4~2<E,C'hd> 
s 
qx, q e-<E,P(s,u))e-i<S,a)e4i(E.0(u,~)~ & de0 
RnxRa 
is independent of t E 52, v E Rq (writing x = x + i(t + Q(u, u)), 
u = w + iv), and the correspondence F +P is an isometry of S(D) Y) 
with L2(52* x Rq). 
3. GROUP REPRESENTATIONS ON HOMOGENEOUS SIEGEL DOMAINS 
A. Homogeneity 
For most of the following facts concerning homogeneous Siegel 
domains we refer to the article of Gindikin, Piateckii-Sapiro, Vinberg 
[S], and the lecture notes of S. Kaneyuki [12]. 
Let D = D(sZ, Q) be the Siegel II domain as defined in 2. 14: 
D = ((z, u) E C” x 0; y - f&u, u) E m}. 
The group P of affine transformations of C” x Cq which 
fixed is generated by transformations of these three types: 
G) R(g1 7 g2): (X> u) * kl% g2u), 
leave D 
where g, E GL(n, R), g, E GL(q, C) are such that gl(Q(u,u)) = 
Q2(g2u9 g,u) and gdJ4 = 0. 
(ii) R(u,): (x, u) ++ (2 + 2iQ(u, uo) + iQ(q, , u,,), u + q,) for 
ug E 0, 
(iii) R(x,): (z, u) w (z + x0 , u) for x,, E R”. 
These three parts we denote by H, HIi , HI , respectively. Notice 
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that the subgroup HI is Abelian and isomorphic to Rn and the sub- 
group H,,,H, is nilpotent of order 2 and preserves the value of 
y - Q(u, u). Thus, if the domain D is affine homogeneous we must 
have that H acts transitively on Sz via {gi}. It follows [12] that there 
exists a connected solvable subgroup H,, of H such that the represen- 
tation (a , g2> k+ (sl p g2) is completely solvable in GL(R” x R@) (it 
can be triangularized with respect to a real basis). Then H,, is a 
completely solvable simply connected subgroup of H, and the restric- 
tion of the map (g, , ga) ~g, to H,, is injective, as the kernel of this 
map, {(e, gz); Q(g+, g,u) = Q(u, u)} is compact. We shall identify Ho 
as this subgroup of GL(n, R) denoting the action on R” (via gr), or 
0 (via ga), or any other natural actions by x F+ h, . x (x E Rn, 0, etc.). 
Now let s E Sz. As the isotropy group of the point s is compact, the 
map H,, tt a : h, tt h, * s is a bijection. Define h: a F-+ Ho as the 
inverse map: for t E &?, h(t) is the element in H,, such that t = h(t) * s. 
Similarly, the subgroup B generated by Ho , HIi , HI is completely 
solvable also. It is the semidirect product Ho * (H,,2H,) and the map 
b = (h, , 24, x) w b . (is, 0) 
b tt h, . (x f is) + i/z,, - Q((u, u), h, * u) 
is a bijection of B onto D. We shall denote this identification by 
01: B g D. If ~l(h, , U, x) = (x + iy, u), then h, = h(y - Q(u, u)). 
Let SO C gl(n, R) be the Lie algebra of Ho . Then the Lie algebra b 
of B is the direct sum ZO + 0’ + R” where the identification of 
Cq, Rn with subspaces of b is given by 
exp 24 = R(u), u E 0, 
exp x = R(x), XERn. 
The l-parameter subgroup {gJ of H: R(g,) = (et, e”i2) lies in Ho. 
If X0 E ZO generates (g,}, we have 
[X0, Xl = 0 if XEH,,, 
[X0) u] = $24 if u E C4, 
[X0,4 = x if x E R”. 
We shall, thus, denote the subspaces 0, Rn by Piiz and Zr , respec- 
tively, according to the eigenvalues of X,, in 6. We shall use capital 
letters for the elements of the Lie algebra b of B, in order to distin- 
guish the elements exp U, exp X (U E 3$12 , X E Zi) of the group of 
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transformations B from the variables u E 0 and x E Rn. Finally, 
if U and u’ are in x1,2 , we have 
[U, U’] = 4ImQ(U, U’). 
Now the identification ol: B ++ D realizes b as the tangent space 
to (is, 0). Let j: b -+ b be given by multiplication by i (via this identi- 
fication). Clearly j: && ---t #1/Z is just multiplication by i in C’q 
since c+ maps Z1iz onto a complex subspace. j: Z0 + x1 is given 
by j(X) = -X * s (X is here considered as an element of gI(n, R), 
and s E R”). For 
exp tX . (is, 0) = (; exp tX . s, 0), 
so differentiating with respect to t, 
a*(X) = (ix - s, 0) 
a*(jX) = i%*(X) = (-x * s, 0). 
LEMMA 3.1. (a) b- = {X + ijX; X E 6) is a Lie subalgebra of bC. 
(b) + E Cm(B) is holomorphic (on D), if and only ;f r$ * X = 0 
for all X E b-, where (4 * X)(b) = (d/dt)(b exp tX)l 1=0 if X E b. 
Proof. (a) is clear since j defines on B a B-left invariant integrable 
almost complex structure (that of D). (b) is just what is meant by 
holomorphicity in that structure. 
Let sZ* be the dual cone of Q. G* is also homogeneous under the 
contragradient action of 23, on (Rn)* [25]. We denote by h, * (y. the 
transformation x -+ cu(h;’ * x). Let s* E 52*; the map h, -+ h, * s* is 
a diffeomorphism of H, on sZ*; we shall let h* denote the inverse 
map. We now give the expression for Haar measure on B and Ho 
under these various identifications. For #I a continuous function of 
compact support on D, we have 
.r B 4(44) db = jD $(x + ir, 4 deblJYy - Qb UN-’ 
x det%Jh( y - Q(u, u)))-2 dx dy du (3.2) 
(the determinants are taken in the sense of real transformations, i.e., 
Adz,,zh E GL(R2q), Adzlh E GL(R”), if h E Ho). Here we use dx dy du 
to denote Euclidean measure on R 2n+2q. We shall let #,, be the positive 
function on Sz defined by 
VW) = (dek&W (dek,W))-“. 
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Thus, under the identification (Y: B + D(J2, Q), Haar measure on B 
is given by d6 = dp = &,(y - Q(u, u)) dx dy du. 
Finally, we record the analogs of (3.2) for H,, acting on 52: if rj is 
a continuous, compactly supported function on J2 or 8* we have 
jHo $(h . s) dh = j,, c$(t) detxI h(t)-1 dt, 
jH,, +(h * s*) dh = 1,. 4(f) detHl* h*(f)-l df 
= J Lei(f) dek, h*(f) df. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Now, the direct sum decomposition b = &a + &$a + Sr gives 
the direct sum b* = A$* + Zrj); + Zr*, so we can identify JP as 
a subspace of b*. 
LEMMA 3.5. The orbit of a point s* in L?* under the coadjoint 
representation of B on b* is equal to X0* + ZIT2 + sZ*; in particular 
it is an open orbit in b*. 
Proof. For U E &‘$a , X E Zr , we have 
where 
exp U . exp X. s* =fO +fr,, + s*, (3.6) 
fl,Z(Y = --s*[u, w, u’ E a, 3 
f,(Y) = -s*rx Y] + g*[u [U, Y]], YEZO. 
Conversely, given f. , f& we can find U, X so that (3.6) holds. First 
of all, the skew-Hermitian form on &r/a 
(U, U’) b+ s”[U, U’] 
is nondegenerate, since its associated Hermitian form, 
(U, u,) + s”[jU, vl] = 4s”Q( u, U’), 
is positive definite (Q( U, U) E ~7 - (0) for all U # 0). Thus, for 
f 112 E =%I2 7 we can find U E Zr,, such that 
fl,f(W = --s*Px v, u’ E .& . 
Further, the orbit of s* under H, is open so the map Y -+ Y * s* is 
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a bijection of 2” onto Zi *. Thus, for any& E so* there is an X E Z1 
such that 
h(Y) = -(Y *s*)(x) = --s*cx, Y], YEZo. 
Finally, considering that 
(h, . exp U * exp X) . s* = h, *fO + h, *fiiz + h, . s* 
and that (HIi - 4 . S* = HO* + Hl”i2 + s* we obtain B - s* = 
xfo* + sq,2 + J-22*. 
B. Representations of B 
Let D = D(Q, Q) b e a homogeneous Siegel II domain, and B, HO , 
H riz * HI the groups discussed in the preceding section. Let h be 
a character of HO with values in C* and define I/J,,: Q -+ C* by 
$44 = ww 
DEFINITION 3.7. &‘(A) is the Hilbert space of functions F holo- 
morphic on D such that 
I!F z2 = s, IJP, 41” I $h(y - Q(u, u))l-2 dp < co. 
B acts unitarily on this space by 
We shall show that for X(X) f {0}, th ese representations of B are all 
unitarily equivalent to each other, and to the representation associated 
to the orbit of a point [,, E --s) *. First, we apply the Paley-Wiener 
theorem to X(X). 
THEOREM 3.8. For .$ E sZ*, let 
I(.$ = Jn e-2”zt) 1 t,bA(t)ld2 &(t) dt. 
(a) X(h) Z {O> if and onZy if I(&,) < co for some &, E S*. 
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(b) Let X’(h) be the Hilbert space of functions P dejked on 
Q* x Cq, holomorphic in u E Cp such that 
llFl12 = j / F(& u)i” e-2tSSo(u.“‘>1(~) df du < co. (3.9) 
@Xc? 
Then the correspondence F --t 13 defined (in the sense of Fourier transforms) 
bY 
P(f, u) = jRnF(x + +, u) e-i’ESz+iy’ dx 
is an isometry of H(h) with X’(h). 
We now define a further transformation of X’(X), considering the 
coadjoint action of H,, on Q*. It is easily verified that 
W * 6) = I WW (dettil,l h)-l (dekJ-’ MJ. 
Using (3.4), we can rewrite (3.9) as follows 
1im2 =%icJ j 1 Q/$ . ,$ , u)i” e-2~~%l.o(~~~)~ ) j4( )~4 
I&XC” 
- (detH1,, h)-l (detzl /z)-~ dh du. (3.10) 
Now, for fixed h, the change of variable u + h * u gives us 
s Im*&,~u)l 
2 e-2U+,.0h,u)) du 
C” 
=s 
C” 
1 fi(h . &, , h . u)j2 e-2’Po,B’u,a”(det~~,1 h) du, 
since (h - to, Q(h - u, h - u)> = (h - Eo , h . Q(u, u)> = (to, f&u, 4). 
(3.10) now becomes 
II 13 II2 = moo) J 1 @(II . to , h . u)j2 e-2(Eo’o(usu)’ [ /\(Iz)/-~ (detzl l~)-~ dh du. 
HOW3 (3.11) 
DEFINITION 3.12. Let -Z(f,,) be the Hilbert space of holomorphic 
functions F in Cq such that 
Notice that for & E Q*, (& , Q(u, u)) is a positive definite Hermitian 
form, so that Z(&,) is nonempty (it contains the polynomials). By 
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L”(H,, , A?(&,)) we mean the space of square integrable functions on 
H, taking values in Z(4,). 
THEOREM 3.13. If I(,$“) < 00, the correspondence 
RF(h, U) = P(h * &, , h * u) X(h)-l (det&l h)-iI(&)i@ (3.14) 
defkes an isometry of Z(h) with L”(H,, , &?(eJ). 
Proof. Clearly RF is holomorphic in U, since 22, acts complex 
linearly on 0. By (3.4), 
=.I 11 RF(h)jj2 dh Ho 
so Ritakes S=?‘(X) isometrically into L”(H,, , Z([,)). On the other hand, 
if 1 EL2(% , s(E,)), 
-W, 4 = &h*(t), I~*(&’ * 4 ~(h*(5))(det~l h*(5)) &.f’,)-1’2 
is in H’(X), so L = 13 for some FE 8(h), and RF = 1. 
C. The Intertwining Operator with the Orbit Theory 
Let h be a character of H, with values in C*; equivalently we may 
consider X as being a character of B. Let fA be the real form on b 
such that 
X(exp X) = ewA.X+M), XEsq, (3.15) 
i.e., if h(exp X) = ei(Al+iAsJ> where A, , A, are real characters of So, 
we have 
fn(X> = Wh XE%, 
h(X) = --h,(m> XE%, 
h(X) = 0, x 6 =%I2 . 
It follows that h-l is a solution of the system of differential equations 
C*(X+ijX)= -i(fh,X+ijx), XEb, (3.16) 
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and that f,, , extended complex linearly to bC, satisfies fA[b-, b-1 = 0. 
Thus, the space &(fA , b-) of C” functions on B satisfying 
4 * x = %fA , -o$, Xtz b-, 
is canonically isomorphic to the space Z(h) of the preceding section, 
and the representation T, as defined in (1.5) is just the representation 
p(fA , b-) on H(fn , b-) by left translation. 
Let now f be any real form in b* such that the restriction off to 
AtI belongs to --sZ *. It is clear by (3.5) that two such forms f are 
conjugate by B. We shall prove in this subsection that all our repre- 
sentations T, are equivalent to the representation p(O( f )) canonically 
associated to the orbit of such a form by the orbit theory. We shall 
choose f. having restriction 0 to A& , and we denote by to E sZ* 
the restriction of -f. to Z1 . First we shall review the construction 
of p(f,,) and relate it to our case. 
DEFINITION 3.17 [I]. If g is a real Lie algebra, f a point in g*, 
a subalgebra lj of gc is a positive polarixation at the point f if h has the 
following properties: 
(1) h is a maximal totally isotropic subspace of gC for the skew- 
symmetric form B, on gc defined by B,(X, U) = f [X, Y]. 
(2) h + h is a subalgebra of gc. 
(3) If X E h, then ;f [X, X] 3 0 where X --t X denotes the 
conjugation of gc relative to the real form g. 
Let a be an ideal of g, then a positive polarization at the point f 
is said to be strongly admissible for a, if E, A ac is a maximal totally 
isotropic subspace for B, j CC, and stable by the stabilizer off 1 a. 
LEMMA 3.18. Let $- = (X + ijX; X E ZI,2} + ZIC. $ is a positive 
polarization at the point f,, in b*, strongly admissible for the maximal 
nilpotent ideal of 6, and b- n F = ZIc. 
Proof. By the integrability condition, h- is an Abelian subalgebra 
of bC and has dimension 4 dim 6. Since f. has an open orbit, BtO is 
nondegenerate and B dim b is thus the dimension of any maximal 
totally isotropic subspace for the form BfO . Thus, (1) is verified. 
(2) is obvious: I)- + c = (Ziiz + xl)c. To verify (3) it suffices to 
verify that for U = X + ijX, X E Z’& , we have if,[U, u] 20. 
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But if,[ U, U] = 2f,[X, jX] = -4&J(X, X) > 0 if X # 0 since 
f,, E --R* and Q(X, X) E !Z - {O}. As h- C (#rj2 + sr)C, and 
Zr/, + ZI is a nilpotent ideal of b, h- is certainly contained in the 
maximal nilpotent ideal 71 of b. The stabilizer of f0 1 q is contained in 
the stabilizer of f0 / Zr18 + & , which is easily seen to be H, . 
Thus, h- is strongly admissible for 7. Finally it is clear that h- nF 
consists only in ZIc. 
We recall now the definition of the representation p(f,,) corre- 
sponding to the polarization $-. Let 4 be a C” function on B satisfying 
qi * AT = -i(f, , X)C$ for all X E b-. (3.19) 
For such a 4, if X E J’e, we must have 
fj( g exp X) = 8’“(x)$( g), 
so j r$ j2 is a well defined function on B/H, . Let 3 = Z(fo, b- : B) 
be the Hilbert space completion of the space of functions satisfying 
(3.19) in the norm 
(db is left-invariant measure on B/H,). B acts on 2 by left trans- 
lations; we denote this representation by p(fO) = p(f,, , I$-; B). Since 
b- c (-s/z + :w, and B is the semidirect product I-$,, . (HJIr) 
we have 
Pcfo) - ‘n$&,dfo 3 4-i Hl~24), 
where the latter representation is defined in the same way with 
H1i2H, replacing B. 
LEMMA 3.20. The space A?(f,, , @-; H,izHl) can be identijied with 
.F(t,-J and our representation of H,l,H, inside this space is given by 
V(exp qJF(u) = eP (F~.Q(u,,u~))~Z<‘~,Q(~~,U,))F (u - uo), uo E %2 7 
V(exp x) F(u) = e~-i’Eo~~‘F(u), x: E x1 , 
Proof. By straightforward calculation it can be verified that a 
particular solution (on H,,2Hl) of (3.19) is given by 
$o(exp u . exp x) = ei(Eu,z)e-(Ea,Q(u.u)>. 
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Then each function + of x(fO , bp; H,,,H,) can be written 
$(exp 24 . exp 9~) .= &(exp u * exp x) F(u), (3.21) 
where, by (3.19), F is holomorphic on 0, as f0 is 0 on /<is and 
i.e., FE S(f,). Th e correspondence (3.21) q5 t, F is the desired 
isometry. It is easily verified that p(f, , II-; &,&) is given by the V 
of the lemma. 
We conclude, for B, that p(&) is isomorphic to the representation 
The space of realization of this representation can be identified with 
Lz(HO ,S(tJ) and the representation p(fO) on this space is given by 
p(f”)(exp zl,)(+)(h, u) = e-(Eo,0(h-‘u,.h-lu,)>e2<C”.~(U.k-llLg))~(/~) u _ h-lu,), 
p(fJ(exp x)($)(/z, 24) = e-i’b~h-‘z’~(h, u). 
THEOREM 3.22. If &(A) # {0), th e re resentation p Th is unitarily 
equivalent to the representation p( fo). 
Proof. It remains only to verify that the unitary operator R 
defined in Theorem 3.13 is an intertwining operator between the 
representations T, and p( -&,). Th is verification is an easily accom- 
plished calculation, as both operators are explicit enough. 
Remark 1. Instead of doing this calculation, we shall show that R 
coincides with a natural, but formal choice of intertwining operator. 
Consider the two Hilbert spaces of functions on B : H(fn , b-), 
H(f, , b-). An operator R-: &‘(fA , b-) + %(fO , h-) intertwines the 
representation p( fJ and p( fO) when 
(a) R- commutes with left translations by B, and R-4 satisfies 
(roughly speaking) the equations; 
(b) R-+ i (U + ijU) = 0, UE c~$,~ ; 
(c) R-$(b exp X) = e-i’ioJ”(R-+)(b), X E 2; . 
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A natural choice (as in the case of compact groups) would be 
(R_f#)(b) = J#, ~(ZJ exp x) fFfO*“’ dx 
=.I 
+(b exp x) e-i(eos2’ dx. 
-ffl 
(3.23) 
Obviously R- verifies (a), (b), and (c) formally, but as Hr is, not 
compact we have the problem of giving meaning to this integral. In 
our case the operator R defined by (3.14) gives this meaning to (3.23). 
Recall the identifications: 
(Pp#)(h . (x + is) -+ ih * Q(u, u), h . 24) = X(h) +(h exp 24 exp x), 
By (3.14), R is given by 
(W)(h, 4 = e <&I. Q(uq$(h exp u)* 
RF(h, u) = X(h)-’ (detHl h)-l j e-i(h’50s2tiy’F(x + iy, h * u) dx. 
-@I 
As we have seen, for h fixed, and almost all u, the function 
F(x + iy, h * U) is square integrable in x for all y such that 
y - Q(h * U, h . U) E Sz. Choose y = h . (S + Q(u, u)). Then we have 
RF(h, u) = h(h)-l (det,el h)-l 
*.I 
e-(h.~o,x+i(h.s+h.Q(u,u))) F(x + i(h . s + h . Q(u, u)), h - u) dx. 
p”, 
Replacing x by h . x and taking F = P,(4) the integral becomes (but 
for the constant factor e&t@)), 
(R(Pp$))(h, u) = e’eosQ(L,lL)’ 
s 
JyB, e-i(Po-z’$(h exp u exp x) dx 
= Py-$)(h, 24). 
Remark 2. As our group B is completely solvable, we can also 
realize p(fO) by using a real polarization as in the Bernat theory [2]. 
Let us choose ho , a real subalgebra of b such that dim ho = * dim 6, 
hdh y hl) = 0 and such that ho satisfies the Pukanszky condition: 
for I E b* with Z(h,) = 0, then f0 + Z is in the orbit off, . Letting 
xl,(exp X) = ei’fo*x’, XEbO> 
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xr, is a unitary character of the group exp TV, and p(f0) is realized as 
dfo ; M = Inde.$ XP, . 0 
Let W be any totally isotropic maximal real subspace of &$s for 
the restriction of Bfo to Zr,s . Then (using (3.5)) h, = PV @ x1 has 
the desired properties. Furthermore, as h,, C Zris @ x1 C [b, 61, the 
homogeneous space B/exp ho carries a left invariant measure db. Let 
9’(f0 , ha) be the space of measurable functions on B such that 
(a) +(b exp 4 = +(b), w c w, 
(b) $(!I exp X) = e+foJ)4(b), X E Yr , 
(cl se/cxpI’, Id I2 & < @.I. 
The representation p(fa ; b,) is defined by left translations of B. 
Since W is totally isotropic, we have -t/’ n j%- = 0 for, if 
w E ,r’fr n jW, then &,(Q(w, w)) = 4&[jw, w] = 0, and so w = 0. 
Thus, we have Zri2 = W @ jW and YY is a real form of &$s such 
that &,(Q(w, w)) C % . 
We recall the isomorphism F +P of ‘*(to) with L2( YV) given by 
Theorem 2.24. Under the identification of &;is with W @ jW we 
can write u = w + jv where v, w E W. Then Blexp h, is identified 
with Ho x W. We consider the correspondence 
As in the preceding remark, a formal intertwining operator between 
dh , b-) and p(fo , !I,,) can be given by 
Let us show that P,R, = RP, , where the chapeau refers to the 
Fourier transform of Theorem 2.24. First, writing u = w + jv, it is 
quickly checked that exp jv * exp w = exp u . exp 2Re Q(w, v), where 
2Re Q(w, v) E x1 . Then 
R&h expjv) = JWBr, $(h exp jv exp w exp X) e-i”o.x’ dx dw 
=s waft $(h exp u exp zc) e-i(S~,x)~zi(~~,*(~.~)) dx dw. 
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Using the preceding remark, the integral over & can be replaced, 
so that 
Now, using (2.23) 
-Q(u, u) f 2iQ(zo, v) = -P(u, u) + 2Q(v, u) + 4iQ(u, v), 
so we now have 
(up to a constant factor). 
Remark 3. It is also possible to take the space c80 @ {U + ;jU; 
U E Xi,,} as a suitable Lie algebra. The corresponding representation 
is not (in general) irreducible, but decomposes into a finite sum of 
irreducible representations (see [24] in the case Xi/a = (0)). The 
interpretation of these spaces in terms of our Siegel domain involves 
another Paley-Wiener theorem, for functions satisfying “induced 
Cauchy-Riemann equations” (see also [23]). We will discuss this 
fully in another paper. 
4. REALIZATION OF CERTAIN SOLVABLE GROUPS AS TRANSITIVE 
GROUPS OF AUTOMORPHISMS OF A SIEGEL DOMAIN OF TYPE II- 
HARISH-CHANDRA CONDITION FOR THE 
CORRESPONDING HOLOMORPHIC DISCRETE SERIES 
Let B be a completely solvable Lie group, and let b be its Lie 
algebra. If there exists an open orbit 0 in b*, the dual vector space 
of 6, then the representation p(O) canonically associated to 0 by the 
orbit theory is a discrete factor in the regular representation of G [21]. 
Therefore, we shall say that p(O) is an element of the discrete series 
of representations of the group B. 
In Chapter 3 (Theorem 3.22) we studied a particular case of such 
representations, those we can call “holomorphic,” as p( 0) was realized 
in a space of holomorphic functions. In this chapter we shall turn to 
the general open orbit for a solvable group and determine those 
whose corresponding representation is of the foregoing type. This 
study depends heavily on the work of Piateckii-Sapiro [20] on normal 
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j-algebras. We have redone some of his work, that which is relevant 
to the calculations to come. Our basic calculation (4.13) appears, in 
a somewhat different form, in Gindikin [7]. 
A. Normal j-Algebras 
Let b be a completely solvable Lie algebra, f0 a point of b* such 
that the orbit O(fO) of f0 under the coadjoint representation of 
B = exp b is open. We shall suppose that there exists a positive 
polarization b- at the point f. , such that b- + b: = bc. We shall 
denote 6- by b+. Then we have b- n b+ = b(fJc = (0). 
The orbit O(fJ h as the structure of a homogeneous Kahler 
manifold which we shall now describe. We shall see that in fact O(f,) 
is a Siegel domain of type II. Let j be the operator on b defined by 
j(X) = --ix if XEb-, 
j(X) = ix if X E b+. 
Then b- = {X + ijX; X E b}. That b- is a Lie algebra implies the 
integrability condition for j on b: 
j[X Y] - j[jX,jYl = [jx, Y] + [K PI. 
That b- is a positive polarization at f. implies that 
(4.1) 
IX% Yl = fdK 91, X, YEb, 
fo[X,~Xl > 0, XE b, X # 0. 
(4.2) 
These, together with the fact that b is a split-solvable Lie algebra are 
just the axioms of Piateckii-Sapiro for (6, j) to be a normal j-algebra 
[20]. We can conclude that the group B = exp b can be realized as 
a transitive group of affine automorphism on a Siegel domain D(J2, Q) 
of type II, such that the restriction off0 can be identified with a point 
of --D*. We shall give a derivation of this fact starting from Piateckii- 
Sapiro’s description of the algebraic structure of (b, j). We introduce 
the notation 
4x, Y) = --f&c n 
~(X, Y) = 4x, Y), X, YEb. 
Then w, S are respectively the KLhler form and the Riemannian 
metric on O(fO). The following theorem gives the necessary description 
of the Lie algebra b. 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let a be the orthogonal complement of 7 = [b, b] 
with respect to the form S. a is a commutative subalgebra of 6, b = a + q, 
and the adjoint representation of a on q is real diagonalizable. Thus, we 
have a decomposition of q into root spaces 
rl = pr, 
where cu.~a* and 7” = {X E 7; [A, X] = ol(A)X for all A E a>. Let 
{v,P), 1 < i < r be those root spaces for which j(q) C a. Then 
dim 17”” = 1 and r = dim a (r is called the rank of b). If we order 
% 7"') or in an appropriate way, then all the other roots are of the form 
ii(% + %n), H%n - 4 r>m>k>l, 
3% , l<k<r 
(not all possibilities need occur). Let 
z. = a + c pm-4 
m>lL 
sfl,2 = c 7y2 
Then [Zi , ~$1 C Zi+i , j(&$,) = &1/2 , j(Zo) = P1 . More specifically 
for m > k. 
Let Ui be a nonzero element of 7”. such that [jU, , Vi] = Ui . Then 
a,(jU,) = 6,“. L et s = ~~=, U, , js = & jUj . Then 
Adjs 1 ZO = 0, Adjs 1 %1/Z = $Id, Ad js 1 S1 = Id, 
andifXEZo,jX= [s,X]. 
(We shall give, in the appendix, a proof of this result corresponding 
to the case of a symmetric Siegel domain D(Q, 8)). 
Let B = exp b be the simply connected group with Lie algebra b, 
and H,, the subgroup of B corresponding to ZO . 
LEMMA 4.4. Let Sz be the orbit of s in S1 under the adjoint repre- 
sentation of HO . Sz is an open cone in cF1 and the map h, + h, . s is an 
isomorphism of HO on 52. 
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Proof. The tangent map at the identity of H,, is given by 
x + [X, s] = -jx, so is bijective. Then the orbit of the point s is 
open and the Lie algebra of the stabilizer of s is null. But the stabilizer 
of the point s is connected as the adjoint representation of the com- 
pletely solvable group Ho in Z1 is completely solvable. Thus, 
h, + h, * s is a bijection of H,, on Q. We have [js, Y] = Y for all 
Y E Hi , so exp(tj,)Y =z efY, and, thus, B is a cone. 
As in Section 3A, we shall denote the inverse map of h, + h, * s 
bY Y -My). 
DEFINITION 4.5. Let Q* = (5 fz Pi*; i5,y) >OforallyE&-{0}}, 
We shall show that sZ* # 0. ils f,[b-, b-1 = 0; for X E x0 @ jlp,,a , 
and A E a we, therefore, have 
[A + z&4, x + ijX] = [A, X] + ?$A, X], 
sof,([A, X]) = f,,(j[A, X]) = 0. It follows that f0 is zero on 
Let f,, be the restriction of -fO to H, . We want to show that 
5, E Q”, and moreover, we shall compute explicitly the expression 
h, - ((0 ) h, . s). If u, E 7 Q is as defined in Theorem 4.3, we have 
&wTk > U7cl) = &l(~ki,) > 0. (4.6) 
This, together with the above remark, implies that f,, = J&i [,;Ci,* 
with t/, > 0. 
DEFINITION 4.7. Let 
qi = dim Li , pi = dim Li’, ri = dim qUii2. 
If k > i, we have [& , 2Q C g . We can write an element h, E Z0 
uniquely as 
h, = a * exp L, . exp L, -.* exp L,-, 
with a E exp a, L, E yzi . For any i, this can be rewritten 
h, =a.expLi.nexpLit 
Jfi 
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with Li’ E q’. Since the 2:’ stabilize Ui for j # i, we have 
h,(Ui) = a * expLi * Ui. 
Now let Li = Gci LtSj with Li,j E ~+(“i-~j). Then 
exp Li ’ Vi = Ui + 4 C [L,,j , [Li,j , U,]] + U’ 
with U’ E &+l r] *(“k+aa). This is because 
[Li , Ui] E c pj+4 
Oi 
(4.8) 
[Li , [Li , UJ] E C 7++‘j’), 
j,j’>i 
so, as a consequence (adLJ3 * Ui = 0. Thus, 
exp L; ’ Vi = Ui + [Li , Vi] + $[Li, [Li 9 Ui]]. (4.9) 
But if j # j’, 
[L,,j ) [L,,$ ) Ui]] E c ?pj+or+ 
j#i’ 
so, writing Li = x Li,j in (4.9) we obtain (4.8). 
THEOREM 4.10. Let 6 = C &Uk* 
z. = a + c +w). 
i>i 
There is a basis {EF,j} of q t(vaj) such that for h, E H,, , 
h, = fi exp ai( jU,) . exp L, *.a exp L,-, , 
i-l 
(4.11) 
where Vi is given by (4.6), and 
then 
L, = 1 c x&E$ , (4.12) 
i>3 P 
(4.13) 
P 
Proof. Consider the form Q on ~?(~i-~f) defined by 
Q(Lp L’) . Uj = [Lp [L’, Vi]]. 
5W13/4-4 
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Since [L, L’] = 0, Q is symmetric. Since 
jL’ = [s,L’] = [C U, ,L’] = [Ui ,L’], 
so Q is positive definite. Choose E$ as an orthonormal basis relative 
to +Q. Then, for h, given by (4.1 I), (4.12), 
(5, ho * S> = 1 (t, ho . vi> = C (5, a . exp& . UJ. 
z 2 
Using (4.8) this gives 
(5, ho * s> = C tie”” + C C f.j(Xj”.i)” eai 
i C-i P 
which is just (4.13). 
For the next result, and for the calculations of the next section, 
we record the following. 
LEMMA 4.14. 
Tr adxJjUi) = $(A + pi + 21, 
Tr ads,,,(jUi) = r,/2. 
For our &, = C tk Uk*, we have 5, > 0; we can assume the tk = 1, 
by replacing & by Ad exp(a) * &, for a suitable a. 
THEOREM 4.15. Q is a proper convex cone and Q* = H, * 4, . 
Proof. It follows form (4.13) that (& , h, . s) > 0 for all h, E II,, . 
Thus, (6, h, * s) > 0 for all 5 E H, * t0 . But li, . 5s is open, for the 
differential of the map H, -+ H, * [,, is easily seen to be injective: 
for X E so we compute 
4 (exp tX. 5, , j-0 = 2 (to , exp(--tX) *j-X> = (to, [jX, X]) > 0. 
Thus, since (4, y) > 0 for y E Sz and [ in a neighborhood of to , we 
must have in fact that (&, , y) > 0 on r;Z - {O}. Thus, & E 52*, so 
that LJ is a proper cone. Further, H,, * to C sZ*. 
To show that Q is convex we introduce the function 
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for y E (He * &J*, let c(y) be the minimum of (e, y) on the base of 
the cone H, * & . Then (t, y) > e(y) / 5 1 on H,, * &, , from which we 
conclude that K(y) < ao. Furthermore, K is logarithmically convex. 
We shall now show that 
K(Y) - 0 as y-D--Q, YEQ, (4.16) 
thus, In K is finite on (H, * &,)* and infinite off Q. Since Sz C (H, * to)*, 
we must have Q = (H, * &,)*, so that Q is convex. 
For the proof of (4.16) note that 
K(h, . s) = I e-(*sho’s) dt = j e-“sS’ d[ * [det Ad~l(h,)]-l. 
fwo HCl.b 
Thus, we must show that 
det AdHI ---f 0 as h, . S3i2--!2. (4.17) 
Suppose that {hy} C Ho and h, *s-+cE~--Q. Then (eO,h;s) is 
bounded, say by M. Let h, have the coordinates (aiy, x$!j’) in the 
basis introduced in Theorem 4.10. Then 
M Z & exp(@‘) [ 1 + c (~ip:;.)~] 
for all V, so the {aiY} are bounded above. If they were also bounded 
below on some subsequence, we would have the {x&“} also bounded, 
and by taking a further subsequence we could assume that in fact 
h, ---t h, in Ho . But then, by continuity, h, * s = lim h, * s = c, which 
is not in 22, . s, a contradiction. Thus we have all {u,~> bounded above, 
and for at least one i, aiv -+ - CO as v -+ co. Then, by (4.14), 
detAdx&) = exp [c @lXpi + qi + 2)1] - 0, (4.18) 
and (4.17) is verified. 
Since the formula (4.13) expresses (h, + f,, , s) as well, we can 
prove in exactly the same way that Ho * f0 is convex. Since 
52 = (H,, * to)* 3 Q** 3 52, we have (H, * [,)* = sZ**. Since sZ* and 
Ho . E0 are, thus, two convex cones with the same dual cone, we 
conclude that Q* = Ho * f,, . 
Remark. The previous argument follows the discussion of the 
function K given by Koecher [17]. There the group H,, is given as 
a closed subgroup of GL(Z1) ( an in fact his cone is assumed to be d 
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convex to begin with). The previous argument incidentally proves 
that H, is closed in GL(H,). For if {h”} is given so that 
A&&) + go E G4Hd, our expression (4.18) shows that the coor- 
dinates aiy of h, are bounded below. Since {hy . s} also converges, the 
aiy are bounded above also, and the $;Y are therefore also bounded. 
Thus, we may choose a subsequence of (hJ which converges to some 
h, E H, , and by continuity, Adxl(h,) = g, . 
We can now identify the orbit of B as a Siegel domain of type II. 
First, consider the space Z1,2 with the complex structure defined by 
j 1 Zr,z . The integrability condition for j tells us that for X E Z0 , 
U E Z112, j[X, U] = [X, jU]. Thus, the adjoint of H, on 2& 
commutes with j, so is a complex linear action. Similarly if U and Y 
belong to Zr,a , the integrability condition gives that U + ijU 
and V + ijV commute and that [U, V] = [jU, jV]. For the form 
Q: &$a x Sri2 + Z1 + iHI defined byQ( U, V) = $([jV, U] - i[V, U]) 
we have 
Q( ju, V) = iQ(U, V 
Q(U, V) = Q(V, U). 
Furthermore, ([,, , Q( U, U)) > 0 for U f 0, and Q(h,U, h,V) = 
h,Q( U, V) for any U, J7 E Z?& , h, E 2$. Thus, for U # 0, 
(5, Q( U, U)) > 0 on Ho + &, = Q*, so Q( U, U) is in the closure of 
Q**, i.e., D. 
Now let 
DP,Q)=((X+iY, U); X, YE%~, UE%&, Y-Q(U, u)ESZ}. 
D(52, Q) is a Siegel II domain, and the group B = H,, * HIi * HI 
acts on the domain in the way prescribed at the beginning of Sec- 
tion 3A. The point (is, 0) is in D(J2, Q) and the map b -+ b * (is, 0): 
(h, . exp u * exp x) - (h&x + is + Q(u, u)), h . U> (4.19) 
is a bijection of B on D(Q, Q) which will be denoted by 01. A function 
4 E Cm(B) is holomorphic on D(l2, Q) if and only if 4 * X = 0 for all 
XEb-. 
B. Holomorphic Discrete Series for a Normal j-Algebra 
Let (6 j,fJ b e a normal j-algebra, b- = {X + z’jX; X E b} C bC. 
Let @ be a representation of the complex Lie algebra b- on a complex 
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vector space E of finite dimension. We consider those C” E-valued 
functions rj defined on B which satisfy 
4 * x = -“a(x) 0 f$; X E b-. (4.20) 
This space of functions can be considered as the space of holomorphic 
sections of a vector bundle E, over B as follows. Consider the space 
b+ = 6- as a space of holomorphic vector fields on B. For b,, E B, 
6’ I,,, is precisely the holomorphic tangent space at 6,) so we can 
integrate these vector fields in a neighborhood of 0 in b+, i.e., there 
is a holomorphic coordinate map E,, of a neighborhood N of 0 in b+ 
onto a neighborhood No of 6,. Define @,,: N,+ GL(E) by 
@,(E,(X)) = exp(-a(X)). Th en the space of functions satisfying 
(4.20) on N,, is the space of holomorphic E-valued functions on No 
under the correspondence (b -+f where 4(b) = Q,,(b) of(b). 
Since B has the structure of a contractible Stein manifold, we know 
that the vector bundle E, can be trivialized. We shall now construct 
a universal way of trivializing such bundles, given by a global such 
@,, , which is also a representation of the group B. 
Let b = cPO + ZIiz + x1 be the decomposition of b described in 
the preceding section. 
PROPOSITION 4.21. The map /3: b --t b-, dejined by 
p(x) = x + ijx, XE%, 
B(X) = 4(X + f&q, x E %2 T 
B(X) = 0, XE&, 
is a real homomorphism of the Lie algebra b in the Lie algebra b-; if 
p” is the extension of p to 6” by complexiJication then /3”(Y) == Y if 
Y E b-. 
These assertions follow immediately from the integrability condi- 
tion for j, The last assertion implies in particular, that any element 
of b- can be written as a&X,) + a2p(X,) for X, , X, E b and 01~ , 01~ 
complex numbers. 
We now reconsider the representation q of b- that we started with. 
Let @: B -+ GL(E) be the representation defined by @(exp X) = 
exp %(/3(X)). Then Q-l is a GL(E)-valued solution of (4.20) and takes 
E-valued solutions into holomorphic E-valued functions on D(I2, Q), 
via the correspondence 4 --f @j-l 0 4. This is the proper trivialization 
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of-%, and in our calculations it shall be important that @ is a repre- 
sentation of B. 
Now, in particular, let f be a real form on b, and suppose that 
f([b-, b-1) = 0. L e us consider the Hilbert space ~?(f, b-) of C” t 
functions on B satisfying 
$ *X = -i{f, X) for X66-, (4.22) 
s B1412db < 00. (4.23) 
Letting Ar(exp X) = ei(fpoX), X-l solves (4.22) and the correspondence 
4 --f F, given by 
+m = &V) F(4W, 
is an isometry of &(f, b-) with the space 2(X,) of (3.7). By the 
results of Section 3C, we know that if &(A,) i (0) the unitary 
representation p(f, b-) by left translations is irreducible and unitarily 
equivalent to p(fa), by the operator R of (3.13). Our aim is now to 
compute in terms of f the condition for Z(h,) to be nonzero. By 
Theorem 3.8, &?(A,) is nonzero if and only if 
i2s Q = H, * s using (3.3) we can transform the integral I, as an 
integral over H, ; it becomes 
Wd = jH" e-2(Eo,h.s) 1Af(h)l-2 (detzI,, Ad A)-l (detHI Ad A)-l dh. (4.25) 
Let us consider the basis of y% given in Theorem (4.10). Then 
Tr adP,,,ox,jUi = &(pi + qi + ri) + 1. For fi =f( Ui) we have 
/ A, 1 (exp ai/Ui) = exp(a&. Since dh = I7 dai * I7 dx& , ai , x& 
real, we obtain 
4(&J = j exp (-2 i eat (1 + C M,d")) 
i=l i<i 
P 
* exp (i ai(-2fi - 3(p, + qi + ri) - 1)) dai dx$ . 
i=l 
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If we change the variable x$ to e-ai/2x~,i ; for i fixed, there are P,~ such 
variables, so the integral now becomes 
I,([,) = j exp (-2 (i eoi + 2 M.$)) 
i=l i<i 
P 
This integral separates into factors and we see that I,((,) is, up to 
a constant factor, the product of the r integrals 
s P e-ztt[-2fi-("i+l+f(ai+Ts))-ll dt 0 
This leads to the following condition for &@(f, b-) # (0) which we 
call the Harish-Chandra condition for the existence of the discrete 
holomorphic series of a solvable group (the coincidence with Harish- 
Chandra’s condition will be made in Chapter 5). 
THEOREM 4.26. I,([,) isfinite if and only ;f 
-vi - (Pi + 1 + Qki + Ti)> > 0, 1 <i;br. (4.27) 
We would like to restate this as an Auslander-Kostant [l] condition, 
i.e., as a requirement that b- be a positive polarization for some form 
associated to f. 
LEMMA 4.28. 
4 Tr adt,c,JjUi - 2Ji) = &((pJ2) + (qJ2) + 1 + (Yil4)). 
Proof. Since there are as many roots of the form *(ai + aj) as 
*(CL, - aj), i > j, we have 
Tr udr,e(jUi - iUJ = pi + 1 + (rJ2). 
Now, a complex basis of b- is given by {X + ;iX}, where X runs over 
a basis of s0 together with some real form YY of the complex space 
(x1/a , j). We, thus, conclude that 
Tr ucfb-(jUi - XJJ = $(p, - qi) + (ri/4), 
and the lemma follows. 
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Letting 0 be the character of b defined by 0(jUJ = (pJ2) + (4J4) 
we have 
$(p, + 1 + $.(qi + ri)) = i(Tr udbClb- + @)(jU, - iUJ. 
Let us now modify the definition of H(f, b-) as follows. 
DEFINITION 4.29. Let H(f, 8, b-) be the space of C” functions 
on B such that 
I, E b’;) 4 * Y = (-$‘f, Y) + &Tr a&/,-Y + Q(0, Y)) * # for all 
(ii) J;$ 12db < co. 
Our condition (4.27) now says that H(f, 8, b-) # (0) if and only if 
fi < 0 for i = l,..., Y. Sincef([b-, b-1) = 0, we see, as in (4.6) that b- 
is a positive polarization atf if and only if -fi > 0, i = l,..., Y (sincef 
vanishes on 
z, @ 7k(ei-bj) @ ql(ai+aJ @ &,J. 
It is clear, by Lemma 3.5 and (4.6) that f belongs to the orbit off0 . 
In summary we obtain the following. 
PROPOSITION 4.30. W(f, 8, b-) # (0) if and only ;f b- is a positive 
polarization at the point f; in this case f E O(fo) and the representation 
p(f, 8, b-) in s(f, 0, b-) is e q uivalent to the representation p(fo). 
We shall see in the symmetric case that these conditions are equiv- 
alent to the usual Harish-Chandra conditions, but we do not claim to 
have a good understanding of the character 0 in the general case. 
5. HOLOMORPHIC DISCRETE SERIES OF A SEMISIMPLE GROUP 
Let G be a semisimple real connected Lie group without center, 
and let K be its maximal compact subgroup. We suppose that G/K 
has the structure of a hermitian symmetric space. Let G = KAN be 
an Iwasawa decomposition of G. Let B = AN, then B N G/K can 
be realized as a Siegel domain D(52, Q) on which B acts simply 
transitively by affine transformations. 
Let M be the centralizer of A in K, and let MAN be the minimal 
parabolic subgroup of G. We shall analyze the restriction of a repre- 
sentation of the holomorphic discrete series to MAN, when realized 
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as a subgroup the group of all affine of transformations of D(sZ, Q). 
Our exposition covers much work done by previous authors but is 
completely independent, relying only on the results of Chapters 3 
and 4. The outline of this section is the following: Section A. Descrip- 
tion of the Lie algebra b of B as a normal j-algebra; realization of 
G/K as a Siegel domain D(sZ, Q) [16]; canonical trivialization of 
holomorphic vector bundles over O(Q, 9). Section B. Analysis of the 
Hilbert space of a representation in the holomorphic discrete series; 
study of the restriction to the group MAN. Section C. Appendix. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3 in the symmetric case; derivation of the Harish- 
Chandra condition. 
A. Realization of G/K as a Siegel Domain of Type II 
Let g be a real semisimple Lie algebra. Let g = f + m be a Cartan 
decomposition of g. Let S be the Killing form of g, denote also by S 
the restriction of S to nt which is a positive definite form. Let a be 
a maximal (Abelian) subalgebra of g contained in nt. For 01 E a* let 
g” = {X E g; [A, X] = a(A)X f or all A in a}. Choosing a lexicographic 
ordering on a*, let 
lt = c 9”. 
a>0 
Then g = f + a + n is the Iwasawa decomposition of g, and 
b = a + n is a completely solvable Lie algebra. 
Let G be the adjoint group of g, and K the analytic subgroup 
corresponding to f. K is a maximal subgroup of G and G/K is a 
symmetric space [l I]. Let us now assume that G/K has the structure 
of a hermitian symmetric space (thus, the center 3 of f is not zero). 
Let j: nt -+ m be a K-invariant complex structure on m ? g/1 
(identified with the tangent space of G/K at eK), such that 
S(jX, jY) = S(X, Y). Th ere exists a unique element 2, of the 
center 3 of f, such that [Z,, , X] = jX if Xc m. Let 
m+ = {XE mc; jX = ix>, 
in- = {XG mC; jX = -4X). 
Thus, gc = kc + m+ + nt- and this decomposition defines on G/K 
a complex structure for which the left translation by the elements of G 
are holomorphic transformations. A function holomorphic on G/K 
can be identified with a function 4, C” on G such that + * X = 0 for 
all X E fC + in-. 
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Let A, N, B be the subgroups of G corresponding to a, 11, b. We 
have G = B . K, i.e., any element of G can be written uniquely as 
g = bk, b E B, k E K. W e can identify G/K with B; then B has a 
complex structure for which, in particular, the left translations by 
the elements of B are holomorphic transformations. This complex 
structure is given by a subalgebra b- of bc that we now describe. 
Let Y: b --+ m be the projection of b onto m parallel to f, i.e., if 
Y E 6, Y(Y) is the unique element of m such that y - r(Y) E f. We shall 
denote by k(Y) the element Y - r(Y), so we have IV = k(Y) + r(Y). 
We denote by the same letters Y and k the complexification of these 
maps. 
DEFINITION 5.1. We let b- = bc r\ (F + nt--). 
As an intersection of Lie algebras, b- is a subalgebra of gc. The 
natural map k: fC + n- + fC is a homomorphism (in- being an 
ideal), and, thus, k: b- -+ fC is a homomorphism also. A function 4 on 
B N G/K is holomorphic if and only if C#J * X = 0 for every X E b-. 
Let us consider the skew-symmetric form w on in defined by 
w(X, Y) = S(X, jY). We have w(jX, X) > 0 if X E nt - (O}. Let f0 
be the linear form on b given by f”(X) = S(Z, , X) for X E b, and 
let to = -fO . 
LEMMA 5.2. &([X, Y]) = w(r(X), r(Y)). 
Proof. We have 
&([X, Y]) = --s&l, [X, Y]) = S([X, Z,], Y) = S([r(X), Z,], Y) 
as X - r(X) is in f and 2, is in the center of f, so 
&([X YI) = ~(~(X)> F-0 > YI) = wXh K3 > +?I) 
= wv),j(r(Y))) = 44v, V)). 
It follows that (b, j, fJ satisfies the axioms of a normal j-algebra 
(where j is defined on b by transporting by Y). Let R, 0 be defined 
on b also by 
6(X, Y) = (7-X, rY), 
S(X, Y) = qrx, rY). 
a is the orthogonal complement of tt under the form s: 
S(A, N) = S(rA, rN) = S(A, rN) 
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since A E b n tn. But this is S(A, N), since N - rN E f, which is 0 
since NE g” for some 01 > 0. Thus, by Theorem 4.3 (see also the 
appendix) we know that 
with j(&‘$ = Zr , j(ZI,,) = ZI,s, and that there is an S E x1 with 
jSEa and 
AdjS 1 So = 0, 
AdjS 1 Sli2 = iId, 
Ad&S 1 Sl = Id. 
Let !2 be the orbit of the point S E ZI by the group H, . Then J2 is 
an open convex cone, and the restriction -to of f0 to *I is a point 
of -!2*. 
Q(U, V) = $([jV, U] - i[V, U]). 
Then B acts by affine transformations on 
D(Q, Q) = ((X + iY, U); X, Y E Zl, U E s’&, Y - Q(U, U) E Q) 
by the formulae of Section 3A, together with (4.19). 
cx(ho . exp U . exp X) = (h, * X + i(h, * S + h, . Q( U, U), h, . U) 
is a bijection of B onto D(12, Q). 
Let M be the centralizer of A in K. Then M normalizes B, and 
the left action of M on the homogeneous space G/K becomes, under 
the identification B N G/K = D(52, Q), the adjoint action of M on B. 
Since the complex structure of G/K = D(L?, Q) is left-invariant, 
b- and j are invariant under the adjoint action of M on bc. Thus, 
since jS E a, mjS = jS, so also S is left stable by M, and the eigen- 
spaces Z( , i = 0, 8, 1 for Ad jS. Furthermore, Q(WZ * U, m - U) = 
m . Q( U, U) and M commutes with the homomorphism k: b- + fc. 
From these facts, the action of M on D(f2, Q) under the identification 
LX: B -+ D(l2, Q) is seen to be 
R(m)(X + iY, U) = (m . X + im * Y, m * U). (5.3) 
Thus, M is identified with a subgroup of the group of linear trans- 
formations of D(.C2, Q) contained in the stabilizer of the point (is, 0). 
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Finally, M also stabilizes the form fO , since 
f&L? . X) = S(Z, ) mX) = S(dZ” ) X) = S(Z, , X) -f()(X), 
and ICI commutes with the real homomorphism /3: b ---f b- as is easily 
seen by the formulae of (4.21). 
Let U now be a representation of K in a finite dimensional vector 
space E, and let % be the infinitesimal representation of U, 
+Yv: EC + End E. Consider the right action of K on G x E: 
(g, v) - k = (g * k, k-1 . zg. 
The quotient space E, = G x E/K is a holomorphic vector bundle 
over G/K, whose holomorphic sections may be described as the C” 
functions on G, values in E such that 
(1) 4w = UW ~Kdt 
(2) c$ * x = 0, x E nt-. 
(5.4) 
By (1) such a function is determined by its restriction to B, and 
condition (2) becomes 
c$ * x = -@(k(X)) - $4, XEO-. (5.5) 
Furthermore, in the discussion following Proposition 4.21, we saw 
that a particular solution of the system (5.5) is Qi-‘: B---f GL(E), 
where @ is the representation 
@(exp X) = exp(% 0 k 0 p(X)), XE 6. 
The solutions of (5.4) are of the form Q-l 0 F, where F is a holomorphic 
E-valued function on B. 
We now derive some specific facts about @. First of all, since 
k(a) = 0, for A E a, 
k@?(A)) = k(A + $4) = ik(jA) 
is in ik. Thus k 0 /3(a) is an Abelian subalgebra of if, so all its elements 
are semisimple and there is a Cartan subalgebra T of f such that 
k o /3(a) C &-. Furthermore, since (k 0 P)(b) is a solvable subalgebra, 
there is an order on 7 such that 
(k 0 P)(b) C f+ = T= + c (F)“. 
Y‘>D 
For X E n, (k 0 p)(X) has no & component. 
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From formula (4.18) we see that /3: (x1,2 , j) -+ (b-, ;) is antilinear 
(considered as complex vector spaces). Choosing a real form YW of 
(Zr,2 , j), we denote by u --+ u the conjugation with respect to $6 . . 
PROPOSITION 5.6. (a) @(exp A) is a diagonal operator, if A E u. 
(b) @(exp u) is a unipotent operator and u ----f @(exp U) is 
polynomial in ii, for u E lx;iz . 
(c) Let Y: D(J2, Q) -+ GL(E) be the function defined by !?‘(a(!~)) = 
Q(b); then Y(x + iy, u) = Y”(u) 0 Y’(y - Q(u, u)) where Y”(u) = 
@(exp U) and Y’(y - Q(u, u)) = @(h(y - Q(u, u)). 
Proof. (a) and (b) follow from the preceding remarks, as U(lz o /3(u)) 
is a complex linear map in u with values as nilpotent endomorphisms 
of E. To prove (c) we recall that 
so 
(x + iy, U) = a(h(y - Q(u, u)) . exp h-4 . exp h-lx) 
Y(x + iy, 24) = @(h(y - Q(u, 24)) 0 @(exp h-lu) 
= @(exp U) 0 @(h(y - Q(u, u)). 
PROPOSITION 5.7. The map (m, b) -+ g(m) 0 Q(b) is a representa- 
tion of MAN. 
Proof. @(exp X) = exp(% 0 k 0 p)(X) and M commutes with k 0 /?. 
B. Study of the Holomorphic Discrete Series 
Let U be a unitary irreducible representation of K on the vector 
space E. We consider the Hilbert space Z(U) of square integrable 
holomorphic sections of the vector bundle E, . 
DEFINITION 5.8. Let Z’(U) be the Hilbert space of C” E-valued 
functions 4 satisfying 
(9 kk) = U(hY a)* 
(ii) 4 * X = 0 for all X E m-, 
(iii) II 4 11’ = SC 14 I2 dg < CQ. 
G acts unitarily on P(U) by left translations: 
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DEFINITION 5.9. Let X’(Y) be the Hilbert space of E-valued 
holomorphic functions F defined on D = D(1;2, Q) such that 
llFll2, = 1 II WG f4-1F(% ~)llW < a3 
D 
(where dp is the Haar measure of II). 
LEMMA 5.10. The correspondence P: X(Y) ---f Z(U), given by 
(PF)(bk) = U(k)-1 0 @(6)-l oq44, 
is a unitary intertwining operator between the representation T, 1 MAN 
and the representation T of MAN on .S(Y) dejned by 
(~WmP) = U(m) o @(b> ~qwwlP), PED. 
Proof. This follows from straightforward computations using the 
results of the preceding section. The unitarity of U implies that 
= J‘, 11 @(b-l) *F(b)112 do = 1 11 !+q u)-lF(z, u)ll” dp. 
THEOREM 5.11. The Hilbert space Z(Y) is nonzero if and only if 
for every vector v in E there exists a nonzero scalar valued function f 
holomorphic on D with f * v in Z(Y). 
Proof. The argument follows from several lemmas. Let m(y, U) = 
11 Y(y, u)jl-“. Then for F E X(Y), 
II ul(Y, Fe4 4” 3 m(y, u) lIF(z, u)ll”. 
Thus, for almost all y, U, 
s II F(x + ir, u)ll” dx < co, R- 
where n = dim PI. Thus, we can take the Fourier transform 
coordinatewise: 
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is defined for almost all (f, ) u an is independent of y. Since Y(y, ZL) d 
is independent of 2, we have 
(5.12) 
For 5 E Rn, v E E, let 
I(& v) = s, 1; u’(t)% II2 e-??‘&) dt, 
and let W = (ZI E E; there is a [ E Q* with I([, V) < m>. 
LEMMA 5.13. If z’ E W, then I([, ZJ) is finite and continuous for 
.$ E L?*, and I(e, v) = + CO for ,$ + Q*. Consequently, W is a subspace 
of E. 
Proof. For fixed t E Q, and r E R+, I/ Y’(rt)-l u \I2 is the sum of 
monomials in r; since h(rt) = h(t) exp(log r * js), 
Y(rt)-lv = @(exp(-log r . js)(@(h(t))-lv). 
But, since js E a, it follows that @(exp(-log r * js)) is a diagonal 
matrix whose coefficients are monomials in r, so the lemma follows 
as in the proof of Theorem 2.12. 
LEMMA 5.14. If F E X(Y), then for all (x, u), Y”(u)-l F(z, u) E W. 
Proof. Using (5.12) we have 
a > llFl12 = J I/ Y’(y, u)-l&$, u)ll” e-2’E+?$(y - Q(u, u)) dc$ dy du. 
RnX Do 
Because of the preceding lemma we must have P(f, u) = 0 for almost 
all 5 I$ Q*, u E Zr,s . Writing y - Q(u, u) = t E 0, this becomes 
(where q = dim XI,,) 
s 
11 Y(t)-l Y(u)-lp(& u)ll” e-2<Est+Q(u~u)?Fo(t) d[ dt du 
o*xc%S2 
llFl12 = Ja*xcq I([, y”(u)-lp([, u)) e-2<p*Q(u.u” d( du. (5.15) 
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Thus, Y”(U)-‘P([, u) E W for almost all f, U. Then 
Y”(u)-~F(z, u) = Y(u)-~++ Jo*P((, u) ei”‘*’ df 
is in W for almost all (z, u). But F is continuous, so we must have 
Y’(u)-l F(x, U) E IV for all (z, u). 
LEMMA 5.16. If S(Y) # (01, then for any u E E, there is an 
F E Z’(Y) such that F(is, 0) = v. In particular, ;f Z(Y) # (0}, then 
W = E. 
Proof. Let G E 2(Y), G # 0, and p, E D such that G(p,) f 0. 
Let p, = cu(b,). We have 
WWcJ = @(W G(A) f 0. 
Applying TG’, we find an H E X(U) such that H(e) f 0. NOW, U is 
irreducible on E, so there are k, ,..., k, E K and Ai ,..., As E C such that 
C &U(k,) H(e) = v. Let G’ E Z’(Y) be defined by PG’ = C X,TkiH. 
Then G’(is, 0) = PG’(e) = C &H(ek;l) = C h,U(k,) H(e) = v. 
LEMMA 5.17. If X(Y) # (01, then for all z, E E, I([, P(U)-l v) is 
a real polynomial in u. 
Proof. Since Y(U)-l has polynomial entries we can write, in 
terms of a basis {ei} of E, 
Y”(u)-lv = C Pi(u)ei , 
where the Pi are real polynomials. Then 
// Y(t) Y”(u)-lv /I2 = 11 C P,(u) F(t)-le, Ii2 
= :. P,(u) Pjo(Y’(t)-le, , Y(t)-lej). 
Thus, 
I((, Y”(u)-1~) = C P,(u) Pj(u) Ja (!P’(t)-le, , Y(t)-lej) e-2(Est?Pb(t) dt. 
i,i 
By Schwarz’ inequality the integral Ii,i is dominated by 
[I(& 4 I([, e&l 1/2, which is finite; thus, the lemma is proved. In 
addition we can conclude that the Ii,j are continuous. 
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Finally, we arrive at the proof of Theorem 5.11. Suppose 
2(Y) # {O}. Let I E Com(Q*), and ZI E E, and define 
F(% 4 = (24” 1 R* J- (j Z(f) PJ) dE/ . ZI. 
F is certainly holomorphic in D; we must compute 11 F 11 y . By (5.15), 
we have, since P([, U) = Z(t) . v 
!IF/l2, = j I((, ‘P’(u)-‘u) 1 @)I” e-2(Eso(zc,u)) df du 
R’XC’ 
On the (compact) support of I, the forms (E, Q(u, u)) are all 
positive definite, so there is an c0 > 0 such that Z(5) # 0 implies 
-(t, &(u, u)) < -E,, 1 u j2. Then the integrals over 0 are bounded 
on the support of I, so the entire integral is finite. Thus, FE Z(Y). 
We are now in a position to analyze the representation T of MAN 
in the Hilbert space 2(Y). We consider the finite dimensional 
representation (m, b) --+ U(m) 0 Q(b) in GL(E) of the group MAN. 
LetE,=E3E,3EE,3~~~3E,3E,+,3~~~3E,={O}beaJordan- 
Holder composition series of the space E for this representation. 
Let Ei be the orthogonal complement of Ei in Ei+l in the Hermitian 
positive form of E stable by K. Then Ei is also stable by M. The 
quotient representation of MAN in EJEi,, is irreducible; as is 
well known these representations are of the form (TV , hi) where 7i is 
an irreducible representation of IkZ and hi a character of B and 
(T( , &)(man) = am X,(u). Thus, we have for TJ E Ei, 
c(m) @(b)v = Ai T,(rn)zl + w, 
where w E Ei+l , and, thus, 
where Ti is now considered as an irreducible representation of M in Ei. 
AS (k 0 /!$(a) c 2.7, hi is a character with values in R+. Let 
#ni(a(b)) = h%(b). Let & C .3?(Y) be the space of functions with 
values in Ei . Zi is invariant under MAN by the representation T. 
We consider also the Hilbert spaces Z(Ei, Ai) of Ei-valued functions, 
holomorphic on D(Q, Q) in the norm 
s D(a.0) II F(” -c ;r, UN’ A,(Y - Q(u> 4-”4. (5.19) 
5WI3/4-5 
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We have a representation Ti of MAN in S(Ei, hi) given by 
(Tymb)F)(p) = hi(b) 7,(m)F(R(mb)-lp). 
By Theorem 5.11 we know that all the spaces &(E’, Xi) are not zero 
if and only if Z(Y) f (0). Obviously Z(Ei, hi) = Ei @ S(hJ, 
where Z(hJ is as defined in (3.7). Clearly, if we define 
then Ti = fi @ vi . As vi ( AN = T,,< is irreducible (see Theorem 3.22), 
Ti is irreducible. 
LEMMA 5.20. The representations Ti are irreducible, and T = Bie,Ti. 
Proof. For F E & , write F(z) = FL(z) + Fi+,(x) where Fi(z) E Ei, 
F,+l(.z) E E,+l for all x E D. The map F 4 Fi is a bounded map of 2; 
into Z(Ei, hi) which intertwines T i 8 with Ti. The lemma thus 
follows by induction on i. 
We now know that T = & ?i @ vi , where for each i, vi 1 AN 
is equivalent to p(fo) on AN. We shall show that p(fJ extends to 
MAN, and the intertwining operator defined in Section 4A also 
intertwines vi with this extension, thus proving that the decomposition 
of T 1 MAN into irreducibles is determined by the decomposition 
of U/M. 
Let p(fJ be th e canonical representation of B = AN associated to 
the form fO(X) = S(Z,, , X). Let h- = {X + ijX; X E 81,z} @ Zr”. 
h- is a positive polarization at the point fO of b* admissible for the 
nilradical of 6. As fO and h- are stable by n/r, we, thus, can find a 
canonical way to extend this representation to MAN by defining 
(v(m)+)(b) = +(m-‘bm) for rj E X(fO , I)-). We shall denote this 
representation of MAN by v(f,J. 
LEMMA 5.21. For all i E I the representation vi of MAN is equiv- 
alent to v(fJ. 
Proof. The transformation R, defined in (3.22) by 
(RF)(h . u) = &(/z-l detzJh)-l s e--i’h’Eos”fiY)F(~ + iy, h * u) dx 
Xl 
is an intertwining operator between T+ and p(fO); straightforward 
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computation proves that (Rvi(m)F)(h, U) = (RF)(m-lhm, m-4m) (using 
the fact that M stabilizesf,, and, thus, to). 
Finally we can now state the following. 
THEOREM 5.22. TV / MAN = &,ri @ v(fO), where U / M= &,ri . 
COROLLARY 5.23. T, 1 AN = (dim E) p(fO). 
Appendix. 
The Restricted Root Theorem-Harish-Chandra Condition 
In the foregoing sections, to U, an irreducible unitary representation 
of K, we associated a representation T, of G on a Hilbert space %‘(U). 
As before, we chose a Cartan subalgebra T off such that T 3 i(k 0 p)(a), 
and an order on T so that (k 0 /3(b) C T @ Cv,,, (t”)‘. Then, for J the 
highest weight of U restricted to T, and vn a nonzero eigenvector 
for /I, then 
W) . v, = tCr,(b) . v, , bEB, 
where #n is a character of B with values in R+. By Theorem 5.13, 
P(U) # {O> if and only if Z(#J # (0}, and the condition for Z(#J 
to be nonzero is given by Theorem 4.26 in terms of invariants of the 
normal j-algebra 6. We shall restate these conditions in terms of G 
and the given representation U; these are Harish-Chandra’s condi- 
tion [lo]. To do this we must study the root structure of g relative 
to a compact Cartan subalgebra 7, and in doing so we shall give a 
demonstration of the algebraic structure theorem for b (Theorem 4.3) 
in the present case. 
Let g be a real simple Lie algebra, g = f + nt a Cartan decomposi- 
tion of g. We assume that the center 3 of f is not zero; then it is of 
dimension 1. Let T C f be a Cartan subalgebra of g. 
Let x + x denote the conjugation on gc with respect to the real 
form g of gc. Let d denote the set of nonzero roots of gc with respect 
to &. Let d, be the subset of all compact roots; y E d, if (gc)y C fC, 
and A,,,, the subset of all noncompact roots; y E A, if (g”>y C ntc. 
The roots take purely imaginary values on 7. We shall consider them 
as elements of the real dual vector space of iT. We shall choose on 
this real dual vector space an ordering compatible with is. We denote 
by A,+ the set of compact positive roots and by A,+ the set of non- 
compact positive roots. 
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m’- = c (gC)v, 
FM+ 
Then lu+- and m- are Abelian subalgebras of inc. We denote by 2, the 
unique element of 3 such that [Z, , X] = iX if X E M+, [Z, , X] = --ix 
if X E n-, and j the nt-endomorphism j(X) = [Z, , X]. 
If y E d, we denote by H, the unique element of&r n [(gC)y, (gC)--y] 
such that y(Hy) = 2. Let S be the Killing form of gc. If H,’ is the 
unique vector of rc such that S(H,‘, H) = r(H) for all H in 6, we 
have 
where (rl , yz) = S(HL1 , H& 
We choose E,, in (gc)y such that [E,, , z] = H,, . We shall choose 
the E, for all y E A+ and we denote z, by E-, . Then in has as basis 
over R(X,,, Y, ; y E A,+}, where X,, = E, + E-, and Y,, = iE, - iE+, . 
If LY and p are two roots, we know that the set of integers n such that 
01 + n/3 is a root is of the form (-9, -q + l,..., 0 ,..., p - 1, p} where 
p and q are nonnegative, and we have 
Tf$ = q -p = p(ff), 
, 64.2) 
We say that two roots (y. and /3 are strongly orthogonal and we write 
cy l/3 if neither 01 + p nor OL - fi are roots. Two strongly orthogonal 
roots are orthogonal for the Killing form. If y and y’ are in A,,,+-, 
then y + y’ is never a root, so we have (y, y’) > 0. 
We choose a maximal strongly orthogonal set Y of noncompact 
positive roots as follows. Let Y contain the highest root, and recur- 
sively add to Y the highest root of A,w+ orthogonal to the members 
of Y already chosen. This process terminates after, say, r roots have 
been selected. Then Y = {yl ,..., yi ,..., y,}, where we have ordered 
the roots so that y,, is the highest root, and y1 is the last root selected. 
Let 
a = c RXY. (-4.3) 
YEY 
a is a maximal Abelian subalgebra of nt (see [ll]). Now let 
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Then 7 = T+ + T-. For y E Y define 
c, = exp[--ad(r/4)(E, - E-,)I, CY = p * 
Then c,, is an automorphism of gc such that for y # y’, c, commutes 
with c,,‘. We note 
c&q = q , c,(H) = H for HET+, 
cl&-) = a. 
Now let us recall the restricted root theorem. 
~?HEOREM A.4. (C. Moore [19]). 7% e restrictions of the roots A to 
(T-)” are contained in one of these two sets 
Case 1: (& $yi + bj} U (O}, 1 < i < i < r, 
Case 2: (& Byi * hi} U (+yi} U {0}, 1 < i < j < r. 
In case 1, the nonzero restrictions of the compact positive roots 
are precisely the set {*(yj - yi)}, j > i; those of the noncompact 
positive roots are {$(yi + yj)), j > i. 
Iti case 2, the nonzero restrictions of the compact positive roots 
are the set {i(yj - yi)} u {hi}, j > i; those of the noncompact 
positive roots, {t(y, + yj)} U t&y*}. 
We shall give a self-contained proof of a weaker version of this 
theorem (due to Harish-Chandra [lo, VI]). 
PROPOSITION A.5 The restrictions of the compact positive roots 
are contained in the set {&(yj - Y~))~,~ u {*yi} u (0). The restrictions of 
the noncompact positive roots are contained in the set (i(yi + yi)} u (&yJ. 
The only root of restriction yi is yi itself. 
The proof follows several lemmas. 
LEMMA A.6. If 01 is a compact positive root, and if i0 is the highest i 
such that (oc, yi) # 0, then OI(H~J = 1. 
Proof. 01+ yi, is not a root, as LX + yi, would be strictly greater 
than yi, and orthogonal to yi,+l ,..., ‘yr , contradicting the choice of yi, . 
Therefore, 01 - yi, is a noncompact negative root, but (a - yi,) -- yi, , 
a sum of two noncompact negative roots, is not a root. Thus, by (5.25), 
+ci”) = 1. 
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LEMMA A.I. If a is a compact positive root, there exists at most two 
indices i,, andj, such that (01, yi) # 0. If j,, < i0 we have OI(H~J = - 1. 
Proof. Let i, be the highest i such that (01, yi) # 0. Then yi, - (Y 
is a root which is noncompact positive. Then if j f iO, yi - 01 is 
not a root, otherwise we would have (yj - a, yi,) 3 0, i.e., 
(a, yi,) < 0 which is false since CU(H,,~J = 1. Let us suppose that 
j, < i, exists with ((y., yi,) # 0; as yjO - c( is not a root, so yj, + Q( 
is a root, but not (a + yi,) + yi, , thus, OI(&J = -1. Let K be 
different from i, and j,, , then yh- - cy. is not a root. But yk + a: is not 
a root, otherwise we would have (yk + 01, yj,) >, 0, which is false. 
We deduce from the previous two lemmas that the restrictions 
to Y of the compact positive roots are contained in the set 
(0) u {$(yi - Y~)~,~} u {-$yJ. Let now p be a positive noncompact 
positive root. If p E Y, the assertion is true. If not, there exist an i 
with (fl, yi) # 0 by maximality of the system Y. Let i0 be the highest 
of the i such that (/3, yi) # 0. Then /3 < yi, , as yi, is the highest of 
the noncompact positive roots orthogonal to Y~,+~ ,..., y7 . So Y,~, - p 
is a compact positive root such that (yi, - /3) - yi, = -6 is a root, 
and (yi, - j3) + yi, is not a root as it would be a noncompact positive 
root strictly greater than yi, and orthogonal to yiomLl ,..., 3/r . So by 
the preceding discussion the restriction of yi, - /3 to T- is either 
&Yt, or *<Yi, - YjJ, j. < i. . So /? has restriction either fryi, or 
Q(ri, + rj,>, i. < lo . And we see also that yi is the only root having 
restriction yi . 
Remark A.8. If /3 is a root of restriction &(yi + yi), j # i, then 
p - yi is a root of restriction +(yj - yJ. Similarly if p is a root of 
restriction &yi - yJ, /3 + yi is a root of restriction &yi + yJ. Thus, 
there is the same number of roots of restriction i(yi + yj) as *(yj - yJ, 
j # i. 
If p is a noncompact positive root of restriction Byi, then yi - ,8 
is a compact positive root of restriction iyi. Conversely, if /? is a 
compact positive root of restriction a5i, then yi - /3 is a noncompact 
positive root of restriction $yi also; SO we see that if Ti is the number 
of roots of restriction bi, then ri = Zry”“, where ry is the number 
of noncompact positive roots of restriction pi . 
We shall also use that two roots (yi and yi) of the system Y have 
the same length. For that we need to know that &(yi - yj) is a 
restricted root. Now suppose OL # &yi - yj) has restriction &(yi - yj). 
Then (01, yi) # 0, so the “a-chain” through yi is (yi - 01, yi}. 
Similarly the a-chain passing through yj is seen to be {yi , yj + a>. 
This implies, by (5.25) that (yi , a> = -(yj , a) and so cy(HYi) = 
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--a(H,$), and finally (ri , ri) = (rj , rj). The proof is easier when 
01 = &Ii - Yj). 
(A.9) Th e a e lg b ra cY(F) = c~((T+)” @ (T-)“) = (T+)” + ac is 
a Cartan subalgebra of g =. The restrictions of the roots of gc with 
respect to ac @ (-r+)” are, therefore, the transforms by cY of the 
restrictions of the system d to (T-)“. Let us choose on a* the lexico- 
graphic ordering given by the basis XY, ,..., X,,, of a. We shall denote 
by 01~ the transform by cY of the root y6 . We have CQ(X,$) = 26,3. 
The positive roots of g with respect to a for this order are then 
&(ctj - cq), j > i, &(a!$ + aj), i # j, and eventually (&I~), 1 < i! < Y. 
They are the transforms by c, of the positive roots of g with respect 
to 7 having nonzero restriction to (Y)“. We write 
where na = {X E g; [A, X] = a(A) * X for all A E a}. Let b = a + n. 
Then 
dim n(aj-ai)/2 dim n (a,-tai) !2 
for j > i by Remark A.X. The root space n”t is of dimension 1, as 
there is only one root of d of restriction yi to T-. We note that the 
vector 
(A.10) Cri = *(z’H,,% - i(EYi - E-,<)) is real and is in nai, as 
[EYi + E+,j , UJ = 26pUi . We note also that the vector 
is in it-St. Let js be the element i J& X,,i of a. The eigenvalues of js 
on b are 0, 1 and eventually 3. We have 
&) = {x E b, ; [js, x] = 0} = a + c n(aJ-ai’z), 
i:G 
and we have [c%i, @] C G&, and dim x0 = dim ZI. As in Section 5A 
we denote by r the isomorphism b + m, j the complex structure 
on b defined by transporting by r the complex structure adz0 / m 
on 6, K the projection of b- + F, f. the formfo(X) = S(z, , x), 6, S. 
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LEMMA A.1 1. 
CLH 
j( Ui) = $XY( , [jU, , UJ = at, andK(jQ - ;UJ = 
2 Yi. 
Proof. We have 
Therefore, Xvi - 2iQ = Hyi. + 2EWYi so XY, - 2izi, E b- and so 
j( UJ = (X7$/2) and k(jUi - zU,) = -HY, . 
We shall denote by s the element Ci”, Ui . This notation is in 
agreement with the notation js = $~~=, X,,i . Let us finally verify that 
j(A$) = Zl ,j(3’i$J = Zi,z . We have for x E sr , [s + qs, x + qx] = 
- [js, jx] + i(x + [s, .k]> th e element y = --[is, jx] belongs to 
&,a @ Zr as [js, b] C &$a @ xi , and jy = x + [s, jx] belongs to 
.Zi so [y, jy] = 0. Therefore, s(y, y) = 0, so y = 0. So we have 
j(xi) = so, and since (Remark (A.8)) dim Z0 = dim Z1 , we have 
j(Zr) = Z0 also, and for x E Z0 , jx = [s, x]. Similarly, if x E &riz , 
we have [js - is, x + i’x] = $x + [s, jx] + i[js, jx] so [js, jx] = 
$x + j[,, jx]. Writing jx = y0 + yliz + yi , we see immediately 
that yr = 0, and as [s, jx] = [s, yO] = jyO , it follows also that y0 = 0. 
Thus, i(%/z) = j;“l/z . Thus, the proof of the algebraic theorem of 
Piatetskii-Sapiro, Theorem 4.3, for the normal j-algebra (6, j) arising 
from the symmetric case is concluded. In this case more is known; 
when the algebra is irreducible, dim n1/2(1(-aj) # 0 and is independent 
of i, j [19]. Th’ is is not true for the nonsymmetric Siegel domains [7]. 
We do not use these facts nor the full restricted root theorem. 
We now derive Harish-Chandra’s criterion. 
THEOREM A.12. J?(U) f (0) ;f and only ;f, for every noncompact 
positive root y, (A + p, H,> < 0, where A is the highest weight of U 
with respect to r, and p = -i- Emad+ CL 
Let us prove now that H(#) # (0) if and only if, for every y non- 
compact positive root (d + p, H,,) < 0 where fl is the highest 
weight of the representation U with respect to r. 
Proof. Suppose first that g is simple. Then, if yr is the highest 
noncompact root, as the representation of f in in+ is irreducible, 
every other noncompact positive root is of the form yr - x miq 
where mi are positive integers and CQ are compact positive simple 
roots. We have, if OL is a positive simple root, (p, H,) = 1 as the 
symmetry sz transforms the set d+ in the set (d-I- - {a}) u {-nz}. 
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Further, (/I, HJ > 0 for all compact positive roots, as (1 is the 
highest weight of the representation U with respect to T. 
So the condition (fl + p, H,} < 0 for every noncompact root y is 
equivalent to the single condition (fl + p, E?,?) < 0. Now we have 
established in Theorem 5.11, that “Z(U) # (0)” is equivalent to 
“X(xn) # (0)” where 
X,(~XP 4 = exp(fl . k * B)(X); XE~. 
We have by Lemma A.1 1 (k . /3)(jU,) = *H,,i, so xd(exp tjCYJ = 
exp(t/2)(4 H,). By (3.15>, fxA( ui) = 8<4 Ki) = fi . 
Our Theorem 4.26 becomes “Z(xn) # (0)” if and only if 
-<A, H,J - (pi + 1 + -i(qi + ri)) > 0; i = 1, 2 ,..., r, where 
pi = dim C It(ai-al’2), 
j -: i 
yi = dim n(“*‘*). 
LEMMA X. 13. ::p, K) = P, + (rJ2) + 1. 
Proof. It suffices to consider the restrictions of the roots of A+ 
to T-, and to remember that there is the same number of roots having 
restriction h(ri - ri) and $(ri + ri) for j > i. The preceding condi- 
tion can then be written as 
w, fq -t <P, H.J + (Pi + qi -t (rip.) + 1) < 0 for all i. 
LEMMA A.14. pi + qi + (r,/2) + 1 is independent of i = 1, 2,..., Y 
and equal to (p, H,“). 
Proof. We have yi = y,. - Ca,,Edk + mna+ and yi and yr have the 
same length. It follows that H.#i - HY, = CyPHe, E [f, t]. But nti is 
stable by t and we have by Remark A.8, Tr ad,,,+HYi = Tr Ad,,+H.,r = 
pi + qi + 2 + (rJ2). So the lemma is proved as (p, H,:? z 
p, + (r,/2) + 1 and qr = 0. 
Remark. In the case of symmetric domain, it follows frorn [19] 
that both p, + qi and ri are in fact independent of i, but for non- 
symmetric domain, Lemma A.12 is not true [7]. Remembering 
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as yi and yr have the same length and ya = yr - &Ed,z+ m,oi, , the r 
conditions X4 H,J + <P, Hyc) + (pi + qi + (rJ2) + 1) -c 0 are 
equivalent to the umque condition ?!(A, H,,) + (p, H,?) + (p, Hyy} < 0, 
i.e., (A + p, II,,) < 0. 
The semisimple case follows easily by a decomposition into a 
product of simple algebras. 
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